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MAYOR'S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen of the City Council:
For the third time it is my privilege to address the incoming 
Council. Again, as on both former occasions, I can say it is an 
especial satisfaction to see so many former members returned to 
your body, for this is evidently as it should be for the best inter­
ests of the city. It is no less important that there should be a 
certain proportion of new[mcmbers, for we desire that every man, 
of the many in our city who are qualified for the responsibilities 
of its government,shall take his term in office. I t is essential to 
the success of a republican form of government that every citizen 
should have, not alone the privilege, but should hold it his duty 
to take an active part in its government.
It is the custom at these first meetings of the Council to re­
view the past year and recommend a policy for the present year. 
As the past municipal year comprises but ten months, a strict 
comparison with former records is impossible, and also the state­
ment of the present financial condition must be viewed with this 
change in mind.
The statement of the Auditor is as follows:
AVAILABILITIES.
Due from Tax Collection, $ 46,371.58
Sewer Assessments, 1,879.87
Sidewalk Assessments, 300.69
Tax Deeds, 1,641.35
Sidewalk Deeds, 1,291.67
Cash, 1,851.80
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Wood lawn Cemetery, 
Net Debt,
B81.4B
118,004.76
$172,383.21
LIABILITIES.
Notes,
Bonds,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders, 
Trustees, Valentine Hose Co., 
Woodlawn Cemetery Bond, 
Memorial Library Books,
$ 31,400.00 
129,000.00
7,775.27
100.00
3,833.00
274.94
$172,383.21
Since the change in the time of closing the municipal year 
did not in any way affect the income from taxes, the last Council 
very properly maintained the usual rate of assessment, and since 
the expenses for January and February do as usual come out of 
last year’s income the gross debt would be, with the same rate of 
expenditure, to that extent decreased. The net debt as given 
above shows a decrease over that of March, 1903, of $11,397.00. 
The net debt in March, 1904, I estimate, will be very nearly the 
same as that of March, 1903.
It has been the custom for a number of years to borrow in 
January or February from $10,000.00 to $15,000.00 on temporary 
loan to be paid from taxes of the following municipal year. This 
under the old arrangement would have been included in the 
statute limitation to the debt. Now it is counted out as a tem­
porary loan to be paid from taxes of the year in which it is con­
tracted. We therefore derive a possible advantage from in­
creasing the margin between our total indebtedness and the 
statute limitation which for a time was very small and is now
The valuation for 1903 shows a very encouraging increase 
over that of the preceding 3Tear.
over $30,000.00.
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Valuation for 1902, 
Valuation for 1908,
$3,967,180.00
4,096,140.00
The tax last year at the same rate as in 1902 showed an in­
crease of $2,700. There was paid by the town of Gorham 
$1,100 on a small-pox case. The expenses on old liabilities were 
small. For these reasons the Council was justified in increasing 
expenditures about $4,500 without danger of adding to the debt. 
Estimating the expenses for the present January and February, 
the rate of expenditure did not exceed the income. This is the 
fourth successive year of which this statement is true after mak­
ing allowance for uncollectable taxes.
If we review the history of the debt since the city was incor­
porated, it appears that by rigid economies the first two adminis­
trations were just about able to meet the old liabilities coming 
over from the town government, and the debt stood in 1893 at 
$111,500. From then on to 1900 it increased each year with the 
exception of 1897-98 at an average rate of about $9,000 yearly, 
when it reached $180,000 or within $5,000 of the limitation.
I do not wish to infer that during those years the administra­
tions were extravagant, for in fact they had heavy expenditures 
to meet, in providing new bridges, school houses,hose houses and 
apparatus for the public works, which could only be covered by 
borrowing. They left the city in such a well equipped condi­
tion that it has been easy to keep expenditures within the income.
It is very important that the Council continue to keep fixed 
expenses well within our income and do not allow them to in­
crease at a more rapid rate than the valuation. A yearly expen­
diture once adopted it is almost impossible to reduce or cut off.
We are always liable to have a call for expenditures in excess 
of fixed expenses and a margin should be left so that the cost can 
be distributed over several years without permanently increasing 
the debt.
Probably a new schoolhouse will have to be built this year. 
A new bridge will be needed soon, and I think that a certain 
amount should be allowed toward establishing a park system,and
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improving the public grounds. For this reason several thousand 
dollars should be appropriated for a fund for these or similar pur­
poses even though they are not undertaken at once.
The city, judging by comparison with others of the State of 
equal or greater size, has been very liberal in most departments, 
and yet the tax rate is lower than in any of the other cities of 
Maine with the exception of two only.
Evidently the more populous cities with no more territory to 
cover and much more money to expend have a great advantage 
over us and yet few are better lighted or have a greater propor­
tion of their houses within reach of a sewer. The value of our 
sclioolhouses in ratio to the population is considerably more than 
twice that of the average the of State.
The only department, it seems to me, which has not been 
brought up to a level with the others, is that of roads and side­
walks; and sidewalks especially, because they are more used by 
the average citizen than the roads, have been too much neglected.
The appropriation for this department should average not less 
than $12,000 and to make up for lapses in the past should exceed 
this for several years. No expenditure makes a more apparent 
improvement, few are more essential to the comfort of the peo­
ple, and none repay their costs in actual money returns to the 
same extent.
The city is generously supplied with sewers but they should 
be rapidly extended to take in the few thickly settled portions 
still unprovided for, and tnis can be done at a comparatively 
small cost. The expenditure in this department last year was 
above the average required and ma}' be smaller this year.
The departments of the almshouse and outside poor have 
been very carefolly administered the past year and the rate of 
expenditure has been very low.
The report of the Treasurer and Collector is very satisfactory. 
The collections from taxes to Jan. 1 are onlv $1,400 below the 
commitment.
The calls on the Fire Department have been numerous and
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often under serious conditions, but all fires have been well 
handled. About the only return the firemen receive for their 
services is from the sense of duty well performed. The money 
paid them is far below the value of the services ren­
dered. This is also true of the other city officers, for while in a 
city of our size the salaries amount to a larger percentage of 
receipts than in the large cities, the pay of each is much below 
that which will attract a competent man and below the value of 
their services. We are fortunate in possessing so many men who, 
under these conditions, accept the responsibilities and give us the 
full benefit of their abilities.
In conclusion, gentlemen, I am sure from personal acquain­
tance with all of you, that our relations will be most pleasant and 
that I shall be indebted to you for the same consideration and 
support which lias always been granted by the other Councils 
with Avhich I have been associated.
Report of Trustees of Memorial Library
To the Honorable Council o f the City o f Westbrook :
G e n t l e m e n  :—The Trustees and Regents of the Memorialo
Library beg leave to submit the following report.
The organization for the past year has been as follows :— 
President—J- E. Warren.
Vice-President—A. A. Cord well.
Secretary—E. J. Haskell.
Purchasing Committee—T. P. Smith, W. F. Haskell, E. J. 
Haskell.
Auditing Committee—A. A. Cord well, J. A. Warren, W. F. 
Haskell.
The Library has had a successful year and has been well 
patronized as is shown by an increase of 10 per cent, in the cir­
culation over that of last year. In the Auditor’s report, it will 
be noticed that there is an increase in the expenditures, caused 
by large insurance policies being paid.
The work done will be shown by the report of the Librarian) 
which follows.
Report of the Librarian.
rlo  the Trustees and Regents o f the Memorial Library o f 
Westbrook: ^
G e n t l e m e n :—As is required by Art. 5 of our Rules and 
Regulations, I submit herewith the Eleventh Annual Report of 
tlfe Librarian, showing the progress of the Library during the 
year 1904.
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Accessions.
There are 9,732 books in the Library. 623 are new, and 21 
of the old have been withdrawn and not replaced, making a net 
increase of 602 volumes. Of the new books, 367 are fiction, 81 
reference, 59 biography, 27 history and travel and 23 literature. 
545 were obtained by purchase, 55 by binding magazines and 2 
by gift.
There are now in the Library 509 bound periodicals. 114 re­
ports have been received.
Among the books, perhaps the most valuable additions are 
the full sets of Balzac, Tolstoi and Voltaire, also the Universal 
Classics Library consisting of twenty volumes finely illustrated, 
and Larned’s History of Ready Reference, six volumes, which is 
kept in the reading room.
Registration.
285 new cards have been issued, making a total registration 
of 4174.
Circulation.
The number of books delivered for home use was 29044. As 
the Library was open to the public 306 days during the year, the 
average distribution per day was between 94 and 95 volumes, an 
increase of more than 10 per cent, over the daily output of last 
year. 89 per cent, of the volumes loaned was fiction.
The largest number of books delivered in one day was 292 on 
January 30th. The smallest number was 20 on July 14th.
165 mail notices have been sent for over-due books. 285 
volumes have been rebound.
Reading Rooms.
928 books have been delivered for use in the reading room.
The Librarians notice with pleasure that the sympathy be­
tween the High School and Library seems to be increasing very 
fast, as the students have been showing much appreciation of
1the Library reference books in connection with their work.
New covers have been purchased for all of the magazines, 
proving of great service in their preservation. The Book-lover’s 
Magazine, the Critic, the Popular Science Monthly, Life, and the 
Saturday Evening Post have been added to our list of periodicals.
Catalogues.
The preparation of the new card catalogue is well under way, 
although only about half the work has been done. The under­
taking is much larger than most people suppose, and much time 
is needed to do the work thoroughly. Judging from the present 
outlook, the fiction will be ready according to the new catalogue, 
in about two months, although it must be remembered that the 
mere re-labeling of the books for the shelves "means a great deal 
of mechanical labor. The Librarians believe that the catalogues 
will be satisfactory when finished.
Since the opening of the Memorial Library, a great many 
government reports have been received which have never been 
catalogued. An attempt will be made to include the most valua-
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ble of these in our classification.
Finance.
Total cash receipts, 858.35
Expenditures, 35.05
Balance on hand, $23.30
General Statistics.
Total number of volumes in the Library, 9,732
Volumes added during the year, 623
Volumes withdrawn, 21
Volumes rebound, 285
Notices sent for over-due books, 165
Total registration, 4174
Respectfully submitted,
LILLIAN QUINBY,
Librarian.
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The Librarians and Janitor have the thanks of the Trustees 
and Regents for the faithful and efficient discharge of their duties.
We would ask that the sum of $1500 be appropriated for the 
expenses of the next municipal year.
Respectfully submitted,
J . E. W ARREN,
J. A. W ARREN, .
• ... . A. A. CORD WELL,
T. P. SMITH,
-  W. K. DANA,
, . . W. F. HASKELL,
. ......... . M. H. WEBB,
E. J. IIASAELL.
REPORT OF THE
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Members o f the City Cornell:
G e n t l e m e n :—I herewith submit the annual report of the 
Fire Department for the year ending December 31st, 1904.
It contains a list of the officers and members, the number of 
fires and causes thereof, the loss and insurance, together with the 
number and location of the fire alarm boxes and hydrants.
APPARATUS.
The apparatus of the department consists of two hose wagons, 
one ladder truck, two one-horse pungs, one one-horse and one 
two-horse exercise sleds and one one-horse dump cart.
HORSES.
There are three horses in the department.
HOSE.
We have in service 5100 feet of hose, classed as follows:
4100 feet good, 600 feet second class and 400 feet badly worn.
SIZE OF THE DEPARTMENT.
The size of the department is the same as in previous years 
and consists of one chief, two assistant engineers, three foremen 
three assistant foremen, three clerks, three drivers and thirty-six 
hosemen and laddermen, making a total of fifty-one men in the 
working force of the department.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
From January 1st, 1904, to January 1st, 1905, there have
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been nineteen fires, sixteen bell alarms, two still alarms, and one 
no alarm given.*
The number of fires for each month was as follows : January, 
none; February, two ; March, three; April, one; May, none ; 
June,none; July, three ; August, two: September, three; October, 
one ; November, two ; December, two.
LOSS AND INSURANCE.
Value of property insured, $54487.00
Loss, on buildings, 10831.29
Insurance on buildings, 24725.00
Insurance paid on buildings, 7290.26
Loss on personal property, 9091.00
Insurance on personal property, ' 3500.00
Insurance paid on personal property, 1433.00
Loss over insurance paid, 11199.03
IMPROVEMENTS.
During the year the following improvements and repairs have 
been made :
Five hundred feet of cotton rubber lined hose have been 
purchased. 200 feet of old hose have been turned over to the 
Street Commissioner for the purpose of Hushing sewers, etc.
#One eight-inch indicator and gong has also been purchased 
and placed in Presumpscot Hose House No. 1.
Presumpscot Hose Wagon No. 1 and Valentine Hose Wagon 
No. 2 are at the present time being repaired and painted by 
Messrs. Ilovey and Moulton of Portland. These repairs were 
very much needed.
Hub runners have been purchased for the Hook and Ladder 
Truck which will very much improve the winter service.
One new hydrant has been placed on Union street, corner of 
McKinley.
CONCLUSION.
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to His lienor, the Mayor,
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and the City Council for the many favors granted and the cour­
tesy shown me at all times.
I also desire to thank the Committee on Fire Department for 
their co-operation, and the Board of Engineers and members of 
the different Companies for the able and efficient manner in 
which they have discharged their duties.
Respectfully,
H. M. STEVENS,
Chief o f Department.
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WESTBROOK FIRE DEPARTMENT*
ORGANIZED MAY 14, 189*.) ; ,
HOWARD M. STEVENS, C h i e f  E n g in e e r
W ILLIAM H. PARKER, F ir s t  A s s is t a n t
FRED B. SPEAR, S e c o n d  A s s is t a n t
Committee on Fire Department.
A l p h o n s o  M . S w e t t , H a r r y  H . M e l c h e r ,
E d w a r d  A n d e r s o n .
Presumpscot Hose Company, No. 1.
L o c a t io n —H e a r  464  M a in  s t r e e t , W a r d  1.
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NO. NAME. POSITION. RESIDENCE.
1 A. N . Waterhouse, Foreman, 78 Lamb St.
2 S. C. Morton, Asst. Foreman, 11 Lamb St.
3 W. W. Neal, Clerk, 39 Cumberland St
5 J. A. Hawkes, Steward, 313 Warren Ave.
6 A. L. Harmon, 1st Pipeman, 48 Cumberland St.* 4 C f . v J
8 Fred Elwell, 2d Pipeman, 16 Brown St.
13 E. Anderson, 1st Asst. Pipeman, 532 Main St.
9 L. A. Frank, 2d Asst. Pipeman, 13 Cumberland St
4 E. I. Cummings, Hoseman, 142 Forest St.
7 J. M. Kelly, Hoseman, 57 Morton St.
10 H. J. Hanscome, Hoseman, 420 Main St. . >: , M
11 J. W. Graham, Hoseman, , , .43 H askell S t.,.
12 G. W. Melcher, Hoseman, 18 Brown St.
14 J. W. Foy, Hoseman, 492 Main St.
15 Albert Fernald, Hoseman, 44 Oak St.
16 Elias F. Goff, Driver,
' • >' i . • ■ • 1 r
444 Main St.
; .r « * \ ~t s *
! Valentine Hose Company, No. 2.
Location-—M e c h a n ic  s t r e e t , W a r d  3.
NO. NAME. POSITION. RESIDENCE.
17 Edward Forrest, Foreman, 68 Valentine St.
21 C. E. Keny, Clerk, 21 Winslow St.
26 F. A. Bovce, Steward, 93 Saco St.
25 0. J. Young, 1st Pipeman, 147 Saco St.
27 Eli R. Cook, 2d Pipeman, 16 Mechanic St.
22 L. Anthony, 1st Asst. Pipeman, 33 Knight St.
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19 Walter Grant, 2d Asst. Pipeman, 66 Longfellow St.
18 W. P. Walker, Hoseman, 133 Brackett St.
23 Charles Dyer, Hoseman, 44 Central St.
24 S. I. Libby, Hoseman, 7 North St.
28 J. L. Smith, Hoseman, 20 Winslow St.
29 A. C. Allen, Hoseman, 16 Dunn St.
30 C. S. Swett, Hoseman, 165 Brackett St.
31 Henry Hendrickson, Hoseman, 78 Saco St.
32 C. A. Beesley, Driver, 37 Cross St.
Westbrook Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1.
L o c a t i o n —M e c h a n i c  s t r e e t , H o s e  H o u s e  No. 2.
NO. NAME. POSITION. RESIDENCE.
39 Charles H.Leighton1,Foreman, 417 Warren Ave.
41 H. D. Barbour, Asst. Foreman, 21 Winslow St.
38 F. C. Harding, Clerk, 36 Cumberland St,
43 W. F. Libby, Steward, 317 Brown St.
33 Marshall Merrill, Ladderman, 43 Cross St.
37 F. A. Burnell, Ladderman, 65 Haskell St.
42 M. F. Watson, Ladderman, 595 Main St.
44 E. L. Conant,' *■ Ladderman, 21 Saco St.
45 G. S. C. Loring, Ladderman, 120 Brackett St.
47 E. J . Xinmond, Ladderman, 9 Lincoln St.
34 0. C. Libby, Dogger, 27 Seavey St.
35 E. G. Carr, Axeman, 19 Reservoir St.
46 I. N. Blackwood, Axeman, 33 Seavey St.
36 W. S. Flye, Rakeman, 41 Cottage Place
40. Thomas Beatty, Rakeman, 42 Central St.
48 G. R. Bennett, Driver, 77 Central St.
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Fires and Alarms.
From Jan. 1, 1904 to Jan. 1, 1905.
February  23, 1.20 A. M.—Box 32.
Wood bakery and dwelling, rear No. 14, Fitch street, owned 
by Amos A. Chase and occupied by Adelard Duclos and Fred 
Willett. Cause, unknown. Loss on building $235.00, insurance 
none. Loss on contents $302.00, insurance none.
February  23, 4.7 A. M.— Box 32.
Ruins of previous fire, rear No. 14 Fitch street. Needless 
call.
March 6, 1.8 P. M.—Box 14.
Wood dwelling, No. 434 Main street, owned by D. P. norl­
and occupied by Alvin A. Barbour and Mrs. S. Ii. Cutter. Cause, 
sparks from chimney .Loss on building $30.00,insurance $2500.00 
Loss on contents none, insurance none.
March 22, 3.20 P. M.—Box 45.
Wood dwelling, No. 46 North street, owned by Bclownie 
Vachon and occupied by Belownie Yachon and Joseph Arsenault. 
Cause, defective chimney. Loss on building $190.00, insurance 
$1700.00. Loss on contents $150.00, insurance $500.00. ,
* ' ' . 2 i 1 . i f  »
March 29, 6 .44 P. M.— Box 32.
Wood restaurant No. 864 Main street, owned and occupied 
by Harry F.Roberts. Cause,smoking. Loss on building $19.46,’ 
insurance $1500.00. Loss on conlents $6.00, insurance $500.00.
April 29, 8.15 P. M.—No Alarm.
Wood hay barn, Stroudwater street, owned and occupied by 
Daniel Conant. Cause, unknown. Loss on building $1000, in­
surance $500. Loss on contents $187.00, insurance $400.00.
July  4, 9.18 P. M.—Box 35.
Wood coal shed, located between Saco and Mechanic streets, 
near Boston and Maine railroad, owned and occupied by Byron
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(t. Pride. Cause,fire works. Loss on buildings $8.00, insurance, 
none. Loss on contents none, insurance none.
Ju ly  5, 3 .35  P. M.—Still.
Wood dwelling, School street, owned and occupied by Mrs. 
Lydia P. Green. Cause, lightning. Loss on building $15.00, 
insurance none. Loss on contents $6.00, insurance none.
- ' Ju ly  16, 5 ,45  P. M.—Still.
Wood night lunch cart, located corner of Cumberland street 
and Warren avenue, owned by Lincoln L. Flood and occupied 
by Edgar L. Poor. Cause, oil stove. Loss on cart $31.00, in­
surance none. Loss on contents $20.00, insurance none.
A u g u st 3, 1.30 A. M.—Box 32.
Wood car barn, corner of Main and Saco streets, owned and 
occupied by the Portland Railroad Co. Cause, lightning. Loss 
on building, $7.00, insurance $4000.00.
A u g u st 7, 8 .58  P. M.—Box 14.
Wood dwelling, No. 29 Cottage street, owned by A.C.Libby, 
and occupied by Archie M. Molt and Charles E. Knight. Cause, 
burning out of chimney. Loss on building $54.83, insurance 
$1300.00. Loss on contents $19.00, insurance none.
Sep tem ber 4, 4.18 P. M.—Box 32.
Wood dry goods box, rear No. 861 Main street, owned by 
Hyman Leavitt. Cause, boy with matches. No loss.
S ep tem ber 11, 5 .2  P. M.—Bex 45.
Wood dwelling, No. 6 River street, owned and occupied by 
John B. Talon. Cause, boy with matches. Loss on building 
$7.00, insurance $750.00. Loss on contents none,insurance none.
S ep tem ber 16, 4.51 P. M.—Box 14.
Wood dwelling, No. 92 Oak street, owned by William Lucas 
and occupied by Robert E. Lucas and Wilbur P. Lewis. Cause, 
defective Hue. Loss on building $238.00, insurance $2000.00, 
Loss on contents $167.00, insurance $1000.00.
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October 11, 9.41 P. M.—Box 45.
Wood stable North street, owned by Charles M. Waterhouse, 
and occupied by Joseph Thiberg. Cause, incendiary. Loss on 
buildings $240.00, insurance none. Loss on contents $120.00, 
insurance none.
Wood dwelling No. 21 North street, owned and occupied by 
Ambrose C. Goozey. Cause, extended from Waterhouse fire. 
Loss on building $88.00, insurance $1000.
Wood dwelling, No. 27 North street, owner] by Charles M. 
Waterhouse. Cause, extended from Waterhouse fire. Loss no 
building $35.00, insurance $2000.00.
November 19, 9.44 P. M.—Box 23.
Wood printing office and opera house, No. 613 Main street, 
owned and occupied by Alexander Speirs. Caase, eleetric wires. 
Loss on buildings $8250.00, insurance $6000.00. Loss on contents 
$8000.00, insurance $1000.00
November 25, 11.44 P. M — Box 43.
Wood boat house, near Daniel Conant’s place, on the bank of 
the river, owned and occupied by Ezra Secord and Amedee Ber­
nier. Cause, incendiary. Loss on building $150.00, insurance 
$100.00. Loss on contents $25.00, insurance $100.00.
' December 11, 12.10 A. M.—Box 27.
Wood dwelling, No. 100 Roosevelt street, owned by Frank 
M. Pennell and occupied by John Foster. Cause, defective flue. 
Loss on building $33.00, insurance $1300.00. Loss on contents 
$4.00, insurance none.
December 27, 10.40 P. M.—Box 25.
Wood butcher shop and store house, owned and occupied by 
George E. Pride, Stroudwater street. Cause, overheated stove. 
Loss on building $200.00, insurance $75. Loss on contents 
$85.00, insurance, none.
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Location of Hydrants.
Brackett Street, Corner of Main, Boston Post
C C, j c c
• i  l i • . Corner of Cross, Matthews cc
c c c c In front of J . W. Morris’ u
\ •  ^ ;  }  .
c c
Bridge c c Corner of Main, “ c c
c c cc Corner of Bridgest.schoolhouse,“ c c
c c c c Corner of Dodge, “ c c
c c c c
i  : .
Opposite Walker, “ c c
Brown c c In front of old Libby building, “ c c
c c cc , At M. C. R. R. Bridge, u c c
cc c c In front of E .  J. Ladd’s, “ c c
c c c c
‘ ir .J i t  ' i " Opposite Knight, “ c c
c c c c Corner of King, u c .
cc cc In front of I. Houston’s, “ c c
c c cc Opposite Walker, “ c c
c c c c Opposite Fortin’s, u c c
Cumberland c c At junction of Main, “ c c
C C c . Corner of Warren Ave., “ c c
c c c c Opposite Reading Room, « c c
cc c c Opposite J . E. Warren’s, “ cc
Cottage Place, Off Brown, “ cc
Cross Street, Corner of Church, “ cc
Central, cc Opposite B. & M. Depot, u cc
cc cc Opposite Cross, « cc
cc cc Opposite T. L. Dodge’s house, “ cc
Hawkes, cc Opposite Hawkes Bricks Works,a cc
Haskell, cc Corner of Main, « cc
cc cc 4In front of G. E. Bachelder’s, u
fcc
Lamb," cc Corner of Oak, « cc
cc cc ’ . ■ 1 1 * 1  . ( , 1 ; * Corner of Cottage, « cc
cc c. Corner of Gray, “ cc
Longfellow cc In front of W. E. McClellan’s, “ cc
cc cc■ < • i In front of A. F. W arren’s, “ w
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Main u
(t
u ((
a u
(( ((
u u
u u
u u
u u
u «
a u
u
i* u
a u
Mechanic u
u u
Noi th u
u u
Park u
Pennell u
Pine a
Rochester u
u u
Seavey u
u i(
u a
Stroud water, u
a
Spring a
u
u u
u a
Saco a
u a
u a
Opposite P. C. Manning’s, “
Corner of Tolman, “
Corner of Forest, “
In front of Chase’s Block,
In front of Warren schoolhouse,u
Opposite B. F. Roberts’, “
Near corner of Dunn, “
Opposite Strouchvater, Boston
Corner of Spring, “
Corner of Church, Matthews
Corner of Central, “
In front of Foster & Brown’s,Boston 
Corner of Saco, Matthews
Corner of W. & W. Car House,u 
In front of W. K. Dana’s “ 
Corner of Valentine, “
Corner of River, “
In front of L. Maurice’s, “
Corner of Lamb, “
Corner of Brackett, “
Corner of Haskell, u
Corner of Main, “
In front of Andrew Nelson’s, “ 
Corner of Main, “
Corner of Gray, “
Corner of Cottage, “
Corner of Files, “
Corner of Hawkes, a
In front of J. II. Hezelton’s “ 
In front of Fred Stevens’, “ 
In front of Jeremiah Staples’, “ 
Opposite Union, “
Opposite Schoolliouse, “
Corner of Valentine, “
Opposite City Farm (Useless), “
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Union “
Valentine, “
u u
Warren Avenue, 
Walker Street,
Corner of McKinley, 
Corner of Spring, 
Opposite Schoolhouse, 
Corner of Pearl,
. . i • i
Near corner of Pike,
' • ' ' ' ' • 1 ■ ' ■ • , • • • ■ • - • • : -
Number and Location of Fire Alarm Boxes.
14 Corner of Main and Lamb streets.
>18 Corner of Seavey and Rochester streets. 
23 Corner of Main and Rochester streets.
25 Corner of Main and Stroudwater streets. 
27 Corner of Valentine and Pennell streets. 
32 Corner of Main and Brackett streets.
34 Corner of Mechanic and Valentine streets.
35 Corner of Main and Saco streets.
42 Corner of Bridge and Brown streets.
43 Corner of Bridge and Walker streets.
45 Corner of Brown and King streets.
51 Corner of Brown and Cumberland streets.
Tests and Signals.
1— Test at 7 o’clock, A. M.
1-1—Test at 9 o’clock, P. M.
1-1—Two single strokes, slow, fire out or under control.
2— At 7.15 A. M., no school.
2—At 8 A. M. and 12.30 P. M., no school in Grammar and 
Lower Grades.
N o t ic e .—Nearly Correct time is given upon the fire alarm 
gongs and bell at 7 A. M. and 9 P. M.
Directions and Instructions for use of the Westbrook
Fire Alarm Telegraph.
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 ^ '  « • • . i < 1 * .* i  .
Alarms to be given from the box nearest the location of the 
fire.
Do not give an alarm for a fire seen at a distance.
To give an alarm, open the door, pull the hook to the bottom 
of the slot once and let go. * i f■,. ■ < Y >i
After giving an alarm, remain or leave some one at the box 
to direct the firemen to the fire, and to see that no one interferes 
with the box. Do not pull the hook a second time or allow any­
one but an officer to do so.
Never pull an alarm when you hear the bell ring inside the 
box. ,
The locks are “ trap locks ” and you cannot take your key 
out until the arrival of a Fire Engineer with a master key. .
After giving an alarm always close the outside door.
H. M. STEVENS,
Chief o f Fire Department.
i
Report of Building Inspector.
W e s t b r o o k , Dec. 18, 1904.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City o f  
Westbrook:
G e n t l e m e n :—I have the honor to submit the following re­
port of my official duties as Building Inspector for the municipal 
year of 1904. Owing to the oversight of the City Council to ap­
point an Inspector at the beginning of the year it was quite diffi­
cult to start in so late in the season after a number of houses had 
been nearly completed.
I will give a list of the buildings which have been built the 
present year and a part of which have come under my inspection.
H. M. Winslow, Main street, dwelling house.
F. E. Webb, Main street, dwelling house enlarged and re­
modeled.
Milton Dyer, Main street, stable remodeled into a dwelling 
house.
Mrs. W. K. Neal, Spring street, dwelling house enlarged.
Alden Pike, Main street, stable remodeled into a pool room.
B. G. Pride, Main street, W est End, new office.
Mrs. C. B. Woodman, Church street, dwelling house enlarged 
and repaired.
Abram Meehan, Bridge street, dwelling hou6e.
Valentine street Schoolhouse, raised and repaired and new 
foundation.
Albion Hawkes, Hawkes street, house enlarged and repaired.
J. C. Scates, Depot street, Presumpscot house remodeled and 
repaired.
John Lawrensen, Main street, hall remodeled into a dwelling 
house.
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Mr. Pickard, Main street, dwelling house.
A. H. Larrabee, Main street, stable remodeled into a dwelling 
house.
Mr. McLellan, Day street, dwelling house enlarged and re­
paired.
Mell. Farnsworth, Myrtle street, dwelling house.
Kimball Eastman, Main street, dwelling house enlarged and 
repaired.
John Kinmond, Bridge street, dwelling house.
Dr. Harvey, Main street, new dental parlors.
Dr. Witliam, Main street, addition to dwelling house.
C. II. Kelson, Brown street, store enlarged and remodeled.
Albert F. Warren, Longfellow street, dwelling house.
J. C. Seates, Main street, new council chambers.
I have interviewed Mr. A. II. Porter and Capt. Amos Chase 
in regard to fire escapes being placed on their society halls and I 
am pleased to say that their orders have already been placed 
with Portland parties for the same.
Mr. Warren, being aware that the Armory building was in 
need of two exits to comply with the State laws, has had as tair- 
wa}r built in the rear end of the building,much to the satisfaction 
of Company M and the general public.
During the summer there was a complaint entered to me in 
regard to the doors in the Forest street School building swinging 
into the schoolrooms instead of swinging into the hallways as the 
State laws direct. I immediately brought the question before 
the School Board and I am pleased to state that the S. S. Com­
mittee had this error corrected during the winter vacation.
I would recommend that the City Council pass an ordinance 
requesting all persons wdio are contemplating building to first get 
a permit from the City Council, so that the Inspector may know 
>vhere his attention is required.
Respectfully submitted,
WALTON N. FILES;
B uild ing  Inspector.
Report of the City Solicitor.
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., January 2, 1005.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f  
Westbrook:
I have the honor to submit my annual report:
For three years the City of Westbrook has been singularly 
free from litigation, not a case having been entered in court either 
by or against, the municipality. During the year just closed, the 
work of the Solicitor has been mainly that of consulting with the 
Mayor and other city officials, drafting papers, looking after the 
city’s interests in proposed contracts, and of following closely 
the work of the City Council. Claims have been presented 
against the city, but in every case they have been carefully con­
sidered by the Mayor, the Council, and the Solicitor, their merits 
have been thoroughly investigated, and settlements reached 
which have seemed equitable and just. Some claimants have 
been given leave to withdraw, but their claims were presented 
more through a misapprehension of their rights and of the city’s 
liability than through a desire to mulct the municipality.
Mrs. Alonzo Clay’s claim for damages to her house, caused by 
defective sewer, was settled for $125. As in the case of Mrs. 
Clarke, settled in 1903, those whose duty it was to adjust this 
claim Realized that the amount asked for was not exorbitant when 
the annoyance and discomfort caused to the owners of the house 
were taken into consideration ; but the disposition of the Com­
mittee on Claims, approved by the Council, was to pay only such 
sum as would make the claimants whole, and reimburse them for 
their actual outlay.
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Walter D. Pride was paid for damages caused to his sleigh 
harness, and robe by an accident alleged to have been due to the 
excessive accumulation of ice and snow on the tracks of the 
Portland Railway Company. While denying its liability, the 
company generously reimbursed the city for its outlay.
At the request of the School Committee,suit was begun against 
a non-resident for his son’s tuition in the common schools, but 
the amount sued for was paid to the Treasurer through the So­
licitor before the writ was entered in court. Several other claims 
for damages which had long been pending were disposed of to 
the satisfaction of both sides.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK H. SWAN,
Solicitor.
. r  >u.
Report of the Board of Health.
• ( i '• . .
W e s t b r o o k , Me ., December 31, 1904.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council the following report 
is respectfully submitted:
Number of deaths reported 107 being about 15 per 1000. 
Number of cases of contagious disease 66 as follows:
Diphtheria, 37
Scarlet fever, 10
Typhoid, 17
Two deaths only have occurred from diphtheria and five from 
typhoid. The discovery and application of anti-toxin have been 
marvellous in arresting the progress of the last mentioned disease 
and reducing the rate of mortality.
It will be seen by comparison with last year’s report that 
more than seven times the number of cases of diphtheria have 
occurred. There seems to have been an epidemic of this disease 
in many places in the S tate; in the City of Bath forty cases at 
one time were said to exist.
In two families in this city the infection doubtless came from 
out of the State.
In the home of Mr. Fogg on Church street, five members of 
the family were stricken down at the same time making the sit­
uation a sad and painful one for a few days.
Seven complaints have been made to the board which have 
been attended to, one of them on Brown street could not be ad­
justed this year. For several years the drainage from several 
houses in the vicinity of Myrtle street has been flowing into a 
gulch in the rear of Brown street schoolhouse,causing much com-
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plaint, but the past summer nearly all the dwellings have been 
connected with the public sewer.
But there still remains a space of a few rods on Brown street 
where there is only a small private drain built by Mr. George B- 
Gray. If the city would attend to this matter all the drainage 
on that street could be properly disposed of. <■
The city authorities are entitled to much credit for the readi­
ness and energy displayed within the last few years in extending 
the sewer system.
E. A. DURELL, ) Board
GEO. M. WOODMAN, M. D., I  o f 
H, K. GRIGGS. ) Health.
H. K. G r ig g s , Secretary.
• . , : ; ... 1
Committee on Street Lights.
> 1 i 1 ; '  * | , , i . * ' .
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., December 31, 1904.
Jo the Honorable Mayor and Board o f Aldermen :
The Committee on Street Lights respectfully submit the fol­
lowing report:
During the present municipal year ending December, 1904, 
we have added the following lights to the service :
2 lights on Union street.
1 light on Valentine street.
8 lights on Methodist road.
1 light on Lincoln street.
2 lights on Saco street.
5 lights on Cumberland street.
The appropriation was $4300.00.
5 arc lights, 1200 C. P.
185 lights, 2§ C. P.
122 lights, 46 C. P.
REPORT OP THE
ALPIIONSO M. SW ETT, 
W ILLIAM E. MoLELLAN.
Report of the Overseers of the Poor.
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., December 31, 1904.
To the Honorable, Mayor and Aldermen :
G e n t l e m e n : We beg to make the following report for the
year above mentioned.
There are two distinct branches of this department, covered 
by separate appropriations. The appropriation for support of 
Poor, or Outside Poor, covers a branch which will grow just as 
fast and spread out just as far as the overseers will permit. It 
is governed by no rule or precedent but every case arising must 
be thoroughly considered and investigated in order to be just 
towards both the city and the individual.
In the cases which have arisen during this year we have en­
deavored to act with prudence and justice ; our decisions upon 
certain of these cases have been somewhat criticised, it must be 
so, for men differ in their opinions.
It seems to be our function in this branch of our department 
to relieve temporary distress, to what extent and for how long, is 
the question to be answered by the circumstances governing each 
particular case; but when a person or a family has been a city 
charge for a succession of years at greater expense than they 
would be at the farm or when a new case arises which will in­
volve greater expense and probably for a considerable length of 
time, in each of these events the party should be provided for at 
the farm which the city has provided and maintains in anticipa­
tion of such distress. Even then, it seems hard to carry small 
children to the Poorhonse, yet in nearly every instance they 
will get better advantages and better breeding from being there.
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There are quite a few who expect the city to contribute 
something to their living expenses each year, when, in fact, they 
are better able to get along than many of the prouder spirited 
citizens. Suspicion of this type makes it somewhat difficult to 
distinguish a person in need in good faith. This condition is 
made the more difficult from the fact that after a person has re­
ceived aid, he is never pressed for the payment of the amount 
which he has received. Me considers what he gets out of the 
city as pure gain and not at all in the light of a loan which he 
will some day be expected to return. We believe that as soon 
as a person has recovered from a period of distress he should be 
pressed for the payment of the loan as persistently as he would 
be pressed for the payment of taxes.
The appropriation for Support of Poor, or Outside Poor, was 
$3000.00, a very small appropriation, but we are glad to be able 
to report that the prosperous condition of our city, the abun­
dance of labor and good health have made it possible to keep 
well within the appropriation so that $488.99 remains unexpended.
By the judgment of the Municipal Officers an insane person 
is committed to the asylum, and then the duty of the Municipal 
Officers ceases, and the Overseers of the Poor take the charge 
and settle the bills out of the appropriation for Outside Poor. 
I t seems to be the opinion of a very great many of our citizens 
that the bill for the insane is settled b}r a separate appropriation, 
when it should be understood that the complete charge is made 
against this department, six charges costing $949.93 this year.
It is a well known law that a soldier and sailor,honorably dis­
charged, and his immediate family living with him and depen­
dent upon him for support, cannot be sent to the Almshouse, ac­
cordingly we have necessarily expended in providing for these, 
$475.75 this year.
We have one girl at the Industrial School for Girls and two 
Boys at the State School for Boys, in each of these cases the ex­
pense of one dollar per week is made against this city and re­
imbursement should be had from the parents, but no reimburse-
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ment has been obtained as yet. We have, therefore, spent about 
one hundred dollars for this class of Outside Poor.
We have helped at some time during the year :
Mrs. Paul Perry, now oil the list.
Joseph Charon, now off the list.
Joseph Charon, 2d, now off the list.
Amanda Champagne, now old the list.
Mary Morrisey, now off the list.
Mrs. J. Kinney, now off the list*
Elias Walton, now off the list.
Mrs. I). S. Graff am, now off the list.
Emma Twombley, now off the list.
John Levigne, now off the list.
George Wheeler, now off the list.
Mrs. Charles Amyotte, sent to Canada.
Mrs. Peter Laundry, now off the list.
Jerome Gallant, now off tiie list.
J. B. Gaudreau, now off the list.
John Pouller:, now off the list.
Maggie Casey.
Mrs. Alex. Thuotte.
Mi’s. Celia La Kcrnec.
George Legere.
Mrs. Dominique Mailly.
Hannah Tefft.
John Waite.
Wai ren Libby.
Mrs. Jas. Cathro.
J. (). Towle, Parson field.
W. C. Herrick, Poland.
Charles Bodge, three minor children deserted, Lewiston.
Mrs. Leopoldine Morrier and family, Biddeford.
Maude Morrill, Windham.
We have paid the Town of Casco, $IP2.00 for the expenses 
of Annie B. Chute, wife of Wilson Chute, during her last illness.
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Wo have paid the City of Lewiston for expenses in cases of 
Mary Coyne and Mrs. Jos. Laundry, also Portland in ease of 
Mrs. Geo. Blake.
The Almshouse is in good repair and splendidly cared for and 
we have been much pleased with the care and discipline which 
Mrs. Newcomb exercises over the inmates.
The inmates at the present time are
Henry Carr, 69 years, more or less.
Archie Raymond, 32 years.
Joseph LePage, 31 years*
Bessie Babb, 59 years.
Maiy Huckins, 59 years.
Florence Maffitt, 48 years.
There are also three boarders.
Addie Beotte deserte 1 after having been tended during a
severe illness without even saying, thank you.
Philip Perry, the infant son of Mrs. Paul Perry, died.
Mrs. Paul Perry and children discharged.
The appropriation for the Almshouse and Farm is $2000.00,
a very small appropriation, but with no back bills to pay we
would have kept it easily ; one bill of $180.00 runs back to 1901
and 1902. This account came in at the very end of our year• *
and made us a little pinched on the finish, but we have been able 
to puli through with a very small balance unexpended. None of 
this year’s hay has been sold and we can therefore quite postive- 
ly say that with the same appropriation next year we will be able 
to get along nicely. We have kept within this appropriation 
and have $100.33 unexpended.
An inventory of real and personal property hereto appended.
Almshouse and Farm.
Real Estate.
The orginal farm, 
The Chapman farm,
$4000.00
4000.00
$8000.00
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Personal Property.
9 cows, $360 00
6 heifers, 90 00
Bull, 10 00
19 tie chains, 4 50
2 double harnesses, 50 00 
Single harness, 12 00 
Partial harness, 3 00
10 gals, kerosene, 1 50
50 ods. sawed wood, 250 00 
86 cds. unsawcd wood,344 00
3 manure forks, 1 50
12 hay forks, 4 80
One pair horses, 500 00 
one horse, 75 00
60 ton hay, 600 00
3 ton straw, 27 00
5 bags grain, 5 00
150 bu. oats, 65 00
one hog, 300 lbs., 18 00 
8 shoals, 40 00
80 cds. manure, 320 00
75 hens, 38 00
100 ft. hose, 6 00
2 plows, 3 harrows, 3
cultivators, 70 00
1 mowing machine, 35 00
2 double wagons and
cart, 185 00
3 wagons, 95 00
1 potato digger, 30
1 manure digger, 50
4 axes, 3 00
1 stone hammer and
three bars, 2 00
4 ladders, 8 00
Platform scales, 9 00
2 bv ncHes shingles, 1 25
Grub hoe, 75
1-2 keg shingle nails, 1 50
Barn broom, 60
Snow shovel, 50
Set blocks, 3 50
Kerosene bbl., 50
2 feed pails and 14
feed boxes, 2 80
2 monkey wrenches, 1 50
Pipe wrench, 1 50
5 shovels, 2 00
Logging chain, 1 50
Sieve, 25
4 doz. preserve jars, 4 00
3 feather beds, 20 00
6 comfortables, 10 00
4 table cloths, 4 00
6 bread pans, 1 00
2 cream pails, 2 milk-
pails, 2 strainer
pails, 3 00
7 pr. sash curtains, 3 00
1 logging bunk, 2 50
Stump lifter, 10 00
2 grain chests, 6 00
1 set measures, 1 00
Double sleds, 40 00
Dump sled, 25 00
1 set Single sleds, 15 00
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Sleigh and pung, 22
2 hay racks and
wheels, GO
3 drag, 3 hand rakes, 2
Blankets and halt-
ers, 15
2 robes, 3
Ilay tedder, 15
2 fly nets, 3
2 grind stones, 5
Horse rake, 20
2 snath, 6 scythe, 4
Bush scythe and
snath, 1
4 wood saws,3 horses, 4
2 pick axes, 2
Cross cut saw, 2
Carpenter’s bench
and tools, 10
3 hammers, 1
5 buckets, 2
7 screen doors, 12
16 empty bbls., 2
Wheel barrow, 5
i00 feet rope, L 6
3 lanterns, one extra 
globe,
1 seed sower, 6
1 lawn mower, 5
3 cook stoves, 45
1 parlor stove, 8
10 bowls, 2
4 milk pitchers, 1
3 pudding dishes, 1
1 fruit dish, %
4 stone jars, o0 00
24 curtains and fix-
, tures, 5 00
3 mattresses, 8 00
4 pillows, 3 00
2 dish pans, 1 00
4 milk cans, 4 00
2 dinner pails, 1 00
3 bed springs, 10 00
Wash bowl and
pitcher, 1 00
4 dippers, 75
1 steamer, 50
2 butter boxes, 50
Chopping tray and
knife, 1 50
2 ice cream freezers, 3 00
Dish tub, 25
2 tin pails, 10
Scale scoop and-
wts., 2 00
5 wash tubs, 5 00
Parlor lounge, 7 00
3 spiders, 75
Clock and alarm
clock, 1 50
Griddle, 25
2 screw drivers, 25
Doz. napkins, 1 00
1-2 doz. small towels, 50
6 ten qt. pails, 3 00
Bread toaster, 30
Butter tray and
stamp, • 2 00
7 baking pans, 3 00
00
00
80
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
25
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
75
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8 knives and forks, 4 00
8 tea and 1-2 doz. des­
sert spoons, 4 00
1 ladle, 1 00
8 carving knives, 1 25
4 mixing spoons, 50
1 collander, 25
Egg beater, 20
Rolling pin, 25
(5 bread boards, 1 50
2 lire extinguishers, 20 00
Churn, 2 00
Measures, 25
Bean pot, 10
Meat press, 1 25
Wash board, 25
Parlor carpet, 8 00
Iron kettle, 75
Porcelain kettle, 80
2 lamp brackets, 1 00
Scoop, 25
2 small baskets, 80
14 wiping towels, 1 00
12 large pans,
ooCl
Baking soda, mus­
ta r d ,  vanilla, 
cloves, r a i s i n  s, 
currants, pepper, 
cranberries, etc.,
on hand, 40 00
8 doz. clothes pins, 80
!2 milk quarts, 50
4 side lights, 2 00
Sewing machine, 15 00
150 lbs. fresh pork, 9 00
Barrel salt pork, 24 00
■ Two saws, 1 00
9 bbls. apples, 12 00
300 lbs. squash, G 00
1-2 bu. basket, 50
Hand sprinkler, 10
Ash bbl, 2 00
2 shovels, ; 1 00
1 bbl. pickles, 8 00
1 kitchen table, 1 001 ' . • . “ r1 churn, 1 2 00
1 milk separator, 95 00
1 sewing machine, 10 00
Clothes wringer, 2 00
3 tables, 3 00
3 wash bowls, 1 25
, / -
6 chairs, 1 50
3 mirrors, 5 00
1 chamber set, 25 00
3 bedsteads, 18 00
China closet, 7 00
Ilall and Stair car­
pet, 15 00
Dust pan and
broom, 75
Tea kettle, 1 00
4 straw carpets, 20 00
Porcelain preserve
dish, 1 00
1 pump, 3 00
1 door, 1 50
2 stepladdcrs, 1 50
3-4 ton cabbage. 7 00
Ice tongs, 1 00
200 bu. potatoes, 120 00
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5 cider bbls., 4 00 3 bean pots, .■» 75
2 bu. baskets, 2 00 Oil bbl., 50
2 ton coal, 13 00 Hanging lamp, 4 00
2 coal hods, 1 00 2 bureaus, 4 00
Hoe, 1 00 Clothes horse, 1 00
Molasses cask, 1 00 6 flat irons, 1 o o /
38 qts. preserves, 10 00 2 rocking chairs,
i ;
1 50
Kerosene can, 15 26 window screens, 5 00
Coffee pot, 50 Rolling pin, 25
Tea pot, 50
2 firkins, *1 00 $4298 05
’ t ■ I : ' ■ Inmates’ Department.
Dishes and kitchen 1 coffee pot and one
ware, $11 00 tea pot, 1 00
4 rocking chairs, 3 00 11 feather beds, 44 00
6 stands, 4 00 11 mattresses, 22 00
4 bureaus, 2/00 1 straw bed, 50
1 dish pan, 75 16 pillows, 16 00
3 lamps, 2 00 38 pillow cases, 19 00
12 bedspreads, 24 00 25 sheets, 18 00
2 tables, 3 00 13 bedspreads, 13 00
1 mirror, 75 10 prs. blankets, 10 00
4 buckets, 1 00 19 comfortables, 27 50
2 bed pans, 2 50 14 towels, 1 00
11 chambers, 5 50 Inmates’ clothir>g, '5 00
3 prs. crutches, 4 50 1 dust pan, 2 brooms, 85
Ball, fetters and
* chain,9- 5 00 $316 85
Support of Poor.
Dr.
To Expenditures, $2807 68
To Balance unexpended, 488 99
$8296 67
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Cr.
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
$3000 00 
296 67
-----------  $8296 67
Almshouse and Farm.
Dr.
To Expenditures, $8046 97
To Balance unexpended, 100 83
$3147 30 
Dr.
By Appropriation, $2000 00
By Receipts, 1147 30
-----------  $3147 30
Respectfully submitted,
A. T. SKILLINGS, ) Overseers 
A. GOOZEY, y o f the
FRANK P. PRIDE, ) Poor
REPORT OF THE
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery.
W e s t b r o o k , Me ., January 1, 1905
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City of 
Westbrook:
G e n t l e m e n  :— In accordance with Section four of the City 
Ordinance for the control of Woodlawn Cemetery we respect­
fully submit the following report:
VALUATION.
Number of lots made and unsold, $3601 50
House and lot, 800 00
About three and one-half acres unoccupied land, 800 00
Tools, 25 00
Dressing, 25 00
* _ ___________
v $5311 50
Number of lots sold from January 1, 1904 to January 
1, 1905—including half lots—equal eight and one- 
half, $425 00
Received for perpetual care, 275 00
Received for two single graves, 10 00
$710 00
One hundred feet Hartman No. 3 steel picket has been added 
on Rochester street extension.
The wooden picket fence on Rochester street has been righted 
and repaired.
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Western avenue has been extended about three hundred feet. 
Filling has also been done on this avenue where ground was de­
pressed.
Twelve lots have been made in Section B on the unavailable 
land reported in 1908.
The elevation in Section K has been removed and eight lots 
have been made available.
The part u Pine Grove ” has been appropriately named 
Prospect Section. This section has been plotted and otherwise 
improved and there most desirable lots will soon be ready for 
sale.
The Trustees would suggest the advisability of disposing of by 
sale the building, as the land will soon be needed for lots.
L. W. EDWARDS, ) Trustees 
W. W. LAMB, l  Woodlaw'/t 
J. A. CLARK, ) Cemetery.
Report of the Assessors.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City of 
Westbrook:
We herewith respectfully submit our report for the year end­
ing Jan. 1st. 1905.
Amount appropriated including State and County tax, $84,459 00
Overlayings,
Divided as follows ; 
State tax,
Count}' tax,
Abatements,
Almshouse and Farm, 
Discount on Taxes,
Drains and Sewers,
Fire Department,
Health Department, 
Incidentals,
Interest,
Memorial Day,
Memorial Library,
Police,
Roads and Bridges, 
Salaries,
Schools, Common,
“ l l ’gh,
“ Manual Training,
2,408 44
$86,867 44
$10,999 62 
3,464 38 
1,300 00 
2,000 00 
900 00
1.500 00 
2,365 00
200 00 
3,400 00
6.500 00 
100 00
1,600 00 
2,700 00
9,000 00 
5,634 00
10,500 00 
4,360 00 
1,275 00
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School House Repairs, 
“ Books,
Street Lights,
Support of Poor, 
Water Contract,
City Debt,
State Roads,
Widening Main street,
Overlayings,
900 00 
1,000 00 
4,300 00 
3,000 00 
300 00 
0,000 00 
400 00 
700 00
-----------$84,459 00
2408 44
$80,867 44
VALUATION FOR 1904.
Real Estate Resident,
Real Estate, Non-Resident,
Personal Estate, Resident, 
Personal Estate, Non-Resident,
Total Valuation,
Rate, 19.50 per 1000.
No. of Polls, 1967.
Personal Property, assessed as
$1,831,145 00
1,741,430 00
-------------- 3,572,575 00
$323,990 00 
255,550 00
--------------  579,540 00
$4,152,115 00
follows :
93 shares Bank Stock,
155 shares Trust Co. Stock,
Money at Interest,
Stock in Trade,
181 bicycles,
42 carriages,
336 pianos,
Finished product in mills,
Machinery not taxed as Real Estate, 
Other property,
Autos,
$ 8,475 00 
12,150 00 
54,930 00 
67,400 00 
3,620 00 
2,100 00
33.600 00 
217,500 00
96.600 00 
47,405 00
2400 00
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458 horses, 
506 cows,
6 oxen, 
Steers,
LIVE STOCK.
22,900 00 
10,120 00 
300 00 
40 00
To al personal property, $579,540 00
DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE W ITH ASSESSED
VALUE.
Railroad property, $ 12,500 00
Street Railroad property, 14,500 00
Water Co. property, 2,800 00
Electric Light Co. property, 66,000 00
Pulp and Paper Mills, 1,623,510 00
Cotton Mills, 238,000 00
Saw Mills, 9,500 00
Silk Mills, 74,400 00
Brick Works, 14,680
We have made abatements on taxes during the year, $2778.84.
While we have considerably exceeded our appropriation for 
abatements the past year we feel justified in doing so, as it did in 
a great many cases assist the Collector in making collections on 
taxes that have been considered availabilities in the past.
J . H. IIEZELTON,
JOHN STEVENS,
GEO. C. PIKE,
V. D. WARD,
TIMOTHY POMERLEATI,
! ■ •
Report of City Physician.
W e s t b r o o k , M e .
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f Westbrook:
‘ 'i f  <, |
I present the following report as City Physician for the mu- 
nicipal year 1904 :
I did not have much to do at the City Farm. All the in­
mates have been remarkably healthy. I had to make only three 
visits and I had to treat a case of cholera infantum, also a case of 
rhus poisoning.
I could repeat word for word the praise of my predecessor 
regarding Supt. Newcomb and Mrs. Newcomb. To them is 
mostly due the absence of disease at the House.
But on the contrary I have had much to do with the poor of 
the city, one of them, a case of paralysis, requiring a good at­
tendance for a few months.
I have made in all 72 visits for poor of the city outside of the 
farm. I had 9 office calls and one confinement.
yours respectfully,
ADJ. COUTURIER,
Ci ty Phys ic i a n.
School Committee.
Monthly Meetings, Fourth Wednesday.
ORGANIZATION FOR 1904-
Russell D. Woodman, Chairman, Term Expires Dee. 31, 1903
Albion E. Cobb, M. D., cc cc cc cc 1905
Charles A. Carleton, cc Cc cc cc 1905
Edwin J. Haskell, cc cc cc cc 1906
Arthur H. Norton, • cc cc cc cc 1906
Ira C. Strout, cc cc cc cc 1903
William C. Haggett, cc cc cc cc 1906
Superintendent and Secretary of Board, 
FRED BENSON.
Sub-Committees.
Teachers and Instruction—Haskell, Carleton, Woodman. * 
Text Books, Supplies, and Course of Study—Norton, Haskell, 
Wood plan.
Rules, Regulations, and Discipline—Raggett, Norton, Strout. 
Janitors, Fuel, Heating,and Ventilating Apparatus—Carleton, 
Cobb, Raggett.
Schoolhouses, Grounds, Hygiene, and Sanitary Regulations— 
Cobb, Carleton, Haskell.
Finance and Statistics—Woodman, Strout, Norton.
Manual Training—Strout, Cobb, Haggett.
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Supervisors.
High School—The Committee, Haskell. 
Bridge Street—Haskell, Haggett. 
Forest Street—Strout, Woodman.
W arren—Cobb.
Brown Street—Carleton.
Saco Street—Norton.
Valentine Street—Norton.
Rocky Hill—Carleton.
Pride’s Corner—Haggett.
Highlan d Lake—Haggett.
Main Street—Cobb.
Report of S. S. Committee.
To the Citizens o f Westbrook:
By direction of the S. S. Committee the following combined 
report of the S. S. Committee and Superintendent is herewith 
submitted for your consideration.
Following is the table of statistics of the schools:
TAB LE  O r  STATISTICS.
W i n t e r  Sp r i n g  F a l l  A v g .
CO cn CO CO 0/4-^
to
G
M 0 +->0 0 e r—*,
5 H 2Q 5 H PQ c H £ 7j
H i g h W. B. Andrews, P rin .......
Grant Pierce,Sub-Master,
Fanny E. Lord, A sst.........
Grace L. Dolley, A sst—
53 83 136 49 82 131 59 88 146 129 125 138
Elizabeth E. Cutter, Asst. 
♦Sara B. Libby, A sst.........
B r i d g e  S t . C. W. Wentworth, P rin .. 9 10 19 8 7 15 16 16 32 18 14 30
Alma V. Fellows.......— 17 18 35 17 18 35 27 19 46 32 31 42
Jennie F. Pennell............
t  A lice F. Sisson ....................
27 21 48 27 20 47 24 24 48 46 45 44
Ethel M. Cloudman............
$Flora A. JDecormier..........
15
12
13
13
28
25
14
12
12
12
26
24
25 12 37 27
22
25
21
34
Alice J. Libby...................
. . .vv 9
15
31
31
28
27Angie L. Palm er................ 16 11 27 15 11 2G 16 22 22
Carrie M. Pratt................ 17 23 40 16 20 36 20 27 47 35 34 41
Eva M. Roberts................ 20 19 39 21 20 41 18 14 32 32 38 28
F o r e s t  St . F. B. U sher........................
jAlice F. Sisson...................
Edith A. Bragdon............
11
14
22
24
33
38
11
13
21
24
32
37
9 23 32 31
35
30
33
31
18
19
25
28
43
47
42
45■ - Ina M. Alien................... 20 26 46 20 24 44 43 42
Fanny B. Cragin .................. 21 27 48 20 27 47 27 28 55 44 45 52
Cora E. Clay...................... 20 20 40 20 19 39 17 28 45 35 36 42
Louisa A. Goodell.............. 16 30 46 16 28 44 18 24 42 43 42 40
Gertrude Sw an ...* ............ 25 21 46 25 20 45 20 26 46 39 43 42
Jennie M. Bickford.......... 14 15 29 14 16 30 12 16 28 25 25 25
W a r r e n Inez C. Page ........................ 9 17 26 9 17 25 19 17 36 24 22 33
Bessie M. Lowell.............. 12 17 29 14 16 30 18 16 34 26 25 30
B r o w n  S t . Mitta V. Jo n es ................. 20 17 37 19 17 36 19 15 34 34 34 31
A. Lindette Stackpole— 14 12 26 14 11 25 20 6 26 23 23 26
Ju lia  A. Doyle................... 22 17 39 23 21 41 23 30 53 35 39 45
M a in  S t . Alice J. Libby................. 16
21
11 27
37
17 13
15
30
35
23
30
28
32Lillian G. Pennell............ 16 23 20 18 38 35
V a l e n t i n e Minnie I. Hodsdon.......... 11 9 20 11 11 22 14 15 29 18 20 26
* < Mary McCavitt................. 26 23 49 25 19 44 29 21 50 44 41 46
S a c o  St . Susan Norton ................. 11 9 20 9 10 19 15 16 31 18 17 26
Minetta R. Anderson....... 16 10 26 16 11 17 23 21 44 23 24 37
R nm rv ITttlt, L illian  M P arker..........  . 11 18 29 25
Grace II. N orton.............. 14
8
19
19
33
27
13
9
14
21
27
30
30
25
26
27P r i d e s Grace G. P rid e ................. 5 19 24 21
H i g h . La k e Alice P. D ay...................... 10 14 24 11 11 22 9 12 21 18 19 19
M a n ’ l  T r . 
M u s ic
H. L. Berry, P rin ..............
Carrie B. Phinney............
238 233 251
♦Taught during Fall Term. tSubstitute. +Dead.
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Total number ot persons of school age--from five to twenty- 
one years of age—as shown by census of April, 1 90-1, 2751.
The school enrollment for Winter term from Jan. 4 to March
. i . i - i • i i • • *i
25, 1904, 12 weeks, was as follows :
Boys, 581 ; girls, 005 ; total, 1186.
Average attendance for term, 1017.
Per cent, of average attendance to total enrollment 89.5.
Spring term from April 11 to June 17, 1904, 10 weeks:
Boys, 528 ; girls, 591 ; total, 1119.
Average attendance for term, 1081.
Per cent, of average attendance to total enrollment 92.1.
Pall term from September 12 to Dec. 16, 1904, .14 weeks:
Boys, 598; girls, 644; total, 1242,
Average attendance for term, 1138.
Per cent, of average attendance to total enrollment 91.6.
• i j . ;
It will be noticed when comparing the above statistics with
: ’ i i : i • f • , j i
those of last year that the number enrolled is somewhat larger 
and the increase is greater in the higher grades. This is an in­
dication of an increasing number of pupils for which to provide, 
also a stronger appreciation of better and more thorough work in 
our schools. At the opening of the fall term it was found neces­
sary to add a grade to the Saco street school to relieve the 
crowded condition of the Fourth Grade at Bridge street school. 
This has proved perfectly satisfactory.
During the year the S. S. Committee have been trying to get 
the City to select a site and build thereon a suitable schoolhouse 
for tlie primary grades which are now in the High School build­
ing. As the City Council did not. do this we made a temporary 
change by removing Miss Libby’s school, distributing her Fourth 
Grade to Saeo street, Valentine street and Warren schools as 
best eonvenienced the pupils, and sending Miss Libby with the 
Filth Grade to Bridge street school. This arrangement, while 
not so satisfactory as we could wish, afforded us an opportunity 
to give another room for High School work and at the same 
time take care of the pupils removed, but this should not be con-
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tinned as we may need at any time the room now occupied by 
Miss Libby, to accommodate pupils from the immediate vicinity 
of Bridge street school.
For the High School to accomplish its work in a manner to 
meet the improved conditions which we plan, it needs the entire 
building and we expect the City to provide a school house for the 
two schools above mentioned this next}rear.
During the year it was found necessary to repair Valentine 
street sehoolhouse as it had reached a stage when it was absolute- 
ly unsafe to use longer for school purposes. As there never had 
been a cellar under this building and no modern sanitary pro­
visions it was deemed best to place it in as good condition as 
possible without a large expenditure.
With an outlay of about §1000 the building was raised "24 
inches, a good,well-lighted cellar, provided with modern closets 
and urinal connected with the sewer, has been placed under it, 
making this sehoolhouse an improvement to the city and its un­
sanitary surroundings no longer a menace to the health of the 
neighborhood.
During the coming year there needs to be made some quite 
extensive repairs.
At Bridge street a new chimney should be built and the 
piping for heating in the part known as the old half should be 
made modern like the new half.
The boilers should be thoroughly inspected and placed in per­
fect order. The boiler in Warren school building must be reset 
and probably a new boiler will be placed in its stead.
New seats are needed at Highland Lake.
The fences must be partly rebuilt around three school grounds 
— Valentine street, Drown street and Rocky Hill.
The Committee will judiciously expend all that is asked for 
of the City Council for repairs, in doing those repairs which are 
most needed.
The past year has proved to be one of success and material 
improvement in the schools.
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The change in the course of study in the High School where­
by so much of the course is elective has shown improved results> 
though the change has obliged us to select an additional teacher.
The entering class in September in the High School was the 
smallest of any for several years, numbering 42, yet owing to the 
strong appreciation of the advantages of a High School educa­
tion by the older classes, which retained their membership to a 
surprising degree, the school numbered a few more than ever 
before.
Indications for the coming year point to a large entering class 
and if these are fulfilled the school will be taxed more than ever.
If arrangements could be made to introduce a good business 
course it would add to the efficiency of the’ High School.
Our High School is ranking well as a fitting school for the 
colleges and because of this it should be and is from reputation a 
good school for the larger percentage of pupils who do not go to 
college.
There have been no radical changes in the work of the 
common schools. The teachers have shown untiring interest in 
their work.
The schools opened in September with the same list of teach­
ers as at the closing of the schools in June preceding.
Miss Jennie Fennell and Miss Edith Bragdon were granted a 
leave of absence, the former on account of sickness in her family, 
the latter being s ok herself. This obliged us to employ substi­
tute teachers and while excellent work is done itis not like having 
in attendance the regular teachers who by experience are thor­
oughly acquainted with the work.
The Manual Training has been taxed to quite an extent be­
cause of the large number of pupils registered, there being regis­
tered in the Winter term of 1904, 238 pupils, Spring, 233, and 
Fall term, 251. There were registered in this school 313 differ­
ent pupils during the year.
The work in this school is particularly interesting to the pu­
pils as is shown by their willingness to work overtime and, in
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fact, many pupils have to be restrained from continuously apply­
ing time before and after school here. Their enthusiasm for 
this work would, if not restrained, detract from regular work in 
common school studies.
We are glad to note the interest shown in this department 
especially on the part of the parents and wish we could have as 
earnest co-operation in all departments.
The matter of tardiness and absences is an increasing detri­
ment to good work on the part of individual pupils as well as af­
fecting the whole school where such tardiness or absence takes 
place.
Reasonable absence is expected, but for some parents to 
keep children from school for the very slight reasons that they 
do, does not operate to the advantage of the children in form­
ing habits of perseverance and punctuality. Much of the unsat­
isfactory work comes from those pupils who have lost interest and 
perhaps become discouraged because of irregular attendance 
through their own negligence.
It is with sadness that we recall the death of one of our most 
valued members of the teaching force, Miss Flora Decormier.
Miss Decormier, though she had taught in the schools of 
Westbrook only two years, had shown herself to be a teacher of 
merit, and her influence with pupils and parents was helpful.
Her loss has been felt by all with whom she associated.r
We wish to thank the teachers for their earnest co-operation
with the Superintendent and School Committee in carrying on 
the task of conducting the schools in their various phases and 
different departments.
„.In closing we wish to call the attention of the incoming Cily 
Council to the needs of the schools and recommend for their con­
sideration the following amounts for the year 1905.
Common schools, $10,500; High School, $5000; Manual 
Training, $1275; repairs, $1500; text books, $1000; conveyance 
of High School pupils, $360.
Respectfully submitted,
FRED HENSON,
Secretary and Supt.
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TEXT-BOOKS IN USE IN HIGH SCHOOL.
Algebra—Well’s Academic.
“ Taylor’s “
Botany— Leavitt.
Book-Keeping—Williams tfc Rogers’.
Commercial Arithmetic—-Williams and Rogers’.
“ Law—Williams and Rogers’.
“ Geography—Adams’.
Chemistry—Peters’.
English—Classics.
Addison & Steele’s Sir Roger do Coverley.
Burke’s Speech on Conciliation with America. 
Carlyle’s Essay on Burns.
Cooper’s Last of the Mohicans.
Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner.
George Eliott’s Silas Mariner.
Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield.
Irving’s Life of Goldsmith.
Lowell’s Vision of Sir Launfal. .
Macaulay’s Essay on Addison.
“ “ “ Milton.
“ Life of Johnson.
Milton’s L,’Allegro, II Penseroso, Comus and Lycidas. 
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar.
“ Macbeth.
u Merchant of Venice.
Scott’s Ivanhoe.
“ Lady of the Lake.
Tennyson’s The Princess.
English.
Literature—Pancoast.
Potter’s American Literature.
Emerson & Lockwood’s Comp. & Rhetoric.
Genung’s Rhetoric.
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Economics—Williams & Rogers’.
French.
Fraser & Squair’s Grammar.
Super’s French Reader.
Le Conscrit.
Merinee’s Columba.
Racine’s Esther. 
 Athalie.
About’s Le Roi des Montagues.
Meilhac and Halevy’s L’Etc de la Saint Martin. 
L’Abbe Constantin.
Verne’s Le Tour du Monde en Quatre-vingt Jours. 
German. Q
Keller’s First Year.
Marchen und Erzahlungen.
Heyse’s L'Arrabbiata.
Goethe’s Hermann and Dorothea.
Geology—Leconte.
Geometiy.
Wentworth’s Plane.
“ Solid.
Greek.
Good win’s Grammar.
Harper and Wallace’s Anobasis.
Bevier’s Greek Syntax.
Gleason & Atherton’s First Greek Book.
Seymour’s I Iliad.
ITigley’s Greek Composition.
Woodruff’s Greek Composition,
History.
McLaughlin’s History of Am. Nation. 
Montgomery’s Eng. History.
“ French u
Myers’ History of Greece.
Botsford’s History of Rome.
CH
'
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Latin.
Colalr & Daniel’s First Latin Look.
Darkness Revised Latin Grammar.
Allen So Greenough’s Caesar.
Darkness & Forbe’s Caesar.
Allen & Greenough’s Cicero.
44 44 Virgil.
Rolfe & Dennison’s Junior Latin.
Daniel’s Latin Comp.
Moulton’s 4 4 4 4
Dodge & Tuttle’s Latin Comp.
Music—Abridged Academy Song Book.
Physics. »
Wentworth & Hill.
Chute’s Lat. Manual.
Physical Geography—Davis.
Zoology—Holder’s.
TEXT-BOOKS IN USE IN GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Arithmetic.
Wentworth’s Practical.
White’s Complete.
Algebra—Wentworth’s First Steps.
Book-Keeping—Shaw’s Business Forms.
Civics—Clarke’s.
Drawing Normal Course.
Grammar—Whitney & Lockwood.
Hydes.
I
Geography—Frye’s Grammar School.
Natural Elementary.
History.
Montgomery’s Leading Facts.
44 Beginner’s History.
Fiske’s U. S. History.
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Supplementary—Toppan’s Our Country’s Story, Dodge’s 
Stories of American History.
Music.
Normal Music Readers.
Cecilian Study & Song.
Physiology—Blaisdell’s Our Bodies.
Reading.
Baldwin’s Cyrs, Graded Lit., Progressive, Jones, Holmes, 
Harpers and Lights to Literature.
Supplementary—Burroughs, Squirrels & Fur Bearers. 
Uncle Sam’s Secrets, Irving’s Sketch Book, Whittier’s 
Snow Bound,Hawthorne’s Tales of the White Hills,etc., 
Longfellow’s Evangeline and Song of Hiawatha,Lamb’s 
Tales from Shakespeare, Ten Boys.
Spelling—Harrington’s Graded Spelling.
Quincy Word List.
Writing—Shay lor and Shattuck’s Medial.
: ;; ' i ;; *
TEXT-BOOKS IN USE IN PRIMARY AND INTERMEDI­
ATE GRADES.
Arithmetic.
Colburn’s, Bradbury’s & White’s Elementary.
Drawing—Normal Drawing Course.
Geography.
Frye’s Primary and Revised.
Supplementary— World and Its People, Books I and II, 
Around the World, Books II and III, Big People and 
* Little People of Other Lands.
Language— ITyde’s Lessons in English.
Music—Normal Music Readers.
Physiology.
New Century Primer of Hygiene.
“ u Intermediate Physiology & Hygiene. 
Reading.
New Education Books One and Two.
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Holmes’ First, Second and Third.
Cyr’s Second and Third.
Baldwin’s First, Second and Third.’ 0 ! ■ .!!
Jones’ First, Second and Third.
New McGuffy’s First, Second and Third.
Graded Literature, First, Second and Third.
Heath’s First, Second and Third.
Morse’s First, Second and Third.' * * » <
New Franklin, First, Second and Third.
Child Life, First and Third.
Supplementary—Sea-Side & Way-Side, Hawthorn Read­
ers, Heroes of the Revolution, Robinson Crusoe, Stories 
of Great Americans for Little Americans, Danish Fairy 
Tales, Fables and Folk Stories, Leaves and Flowers. 
Spelling—Harrington’s Graded Speller.
Writing—Shaylor & Shattuck’s Medial.
School Calendar for 1904=1905.
■ _____  ; : ! '•!<■> ■ "i
Fall term began Monday, Sept. 12, 1904.
Fall term closed Friday, Dec. 16, 1904.
Winter term begins Tuesday, Jan. 3, 1905.
Winter term closes Friday, March 24, 1905.
Spring term begins Monday April 10, 1905.
Spring term closes Friday, June 16, 1905.
School Holidays.
Thanksgiving recess from Wednesday, Nov. 23 to Monday, 
Nov. 28.
Christmas vacation from Dec. 16, 1904 to Tuesday, Jan.3,1905. 
Washington’s birthday, Wednesday, Feb. 22, 1905.
Spring vacation from Friday, March 24, to Monday, April 10, 
1905.
Fast Day, probably Thursday, April 27, 1905.
Memorial Da}7, Tuesday, May 30, 1905.
Report of the Principal of the High School.
W e s t b r o o k , Me., December 22, 1904.
To the Superintending School Committee:
G e n t l e m e n :—The following course o f  study was adopted 
for the use of the High school at the beginning of the present 
school year.
C o u r s e  o f  S t u d y .
FIRST YEAR.
Required: English, Algebra, * Greek History.
Elective: Latin, * Physical Geography, ^Geology.
SECOND YEAR.
Required: ^English, * Roman History, Geometry.
Elective: Latin, Greek, French, ^Commercial Geography? 
*Book-keeping, ^Zoology, *Botany.
THIRD YEAR.
Required: ^English, ^English History.
Elective: Latin, Greek, French, Physics, x Political Economy, 
* Astronomy, ^English, ^Algebra Review.
FOURTH YEAR.
» Required: ^English, * American His.ory and Civil Govern­
ment.
Elective: Latin, * Greek, ^Geometry JReview, x Solid Geome­
try, * Commercial Arithmetic, ^Commercial Law, French,German, 
Chemistry.
^Subjects starred arc to be taken one-half year, live recita­
tions a week, or one year three recitations a week. All others 
to be taken a full year live recitations a week.
This course, while making the majority of the studies of the 
first two years required, gives the pupil a latitude in the choice 
of subjects for the Junior and Senior years. Studies chosen 
must be approved by parents and the principal.
At the commencement of the fall term an extra room was 
given for the use of the high school, and another instructor added 
to the teaching force. This lias made it possible to place each 
department in charge of a teacher, with much better results than 
when it was necessary for each teacher to give instruction in a 
number of different subjects.
In the department of Physics new apparatus has been pur­
chased. The members of the present class have performed 
many important experiments. This course should be extended, 
giving those who wish an opportunity to take two years’ work.
A year’s course in German has been added to the Modern 
Language department. ,
A modern method in Book-keeping has been substituted for 
the text-book formerly used. In Commercial Law a new text­
book has been adopted. A half-year course in Commercial 
Geography has been introduced. With the addition of a few 
subjects, an excellent business course could be established.
The different departments are in good hands, and the results 
of the past year have been satisfactory.
Respectfully submitted,
W. B. ANDREWS,
Principal.
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Number in attendance, Dec. 1G, 1904:
Seniors, # 25
Juniors, 31
Sophomores, 41
Freshmen, 42
Total, 139
#
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Graduation of 1904.
Graduation exercises of the Class of 1904, Westbrook High 
School, at The Westbrook, June 20. 1901.
Music by Lemieux’s orchestra.
Class Motto, “ Vincit, Qui Se Vincit.”
PROGRAM.
MUSIC.
PRAYER.
MUSIC.
Salutatory, “ Vincit, Qui Se Vincit,” 
Class History,
Essay, “ Japan and Russia,”
Oration, “ An Education,”
m u s i c .
Mabel Winnifred Foster 
Elbe Kathrina Hawes 
Ruth Adams 
Benjamin Clifford Cutter
Essay, “ Nothing Great is Lightly Won,” Mary Ethel Morrill 
Class Prophecy, Sarah Everett Larrabee
MUSIC.
Valedictory, “ The Making of Man,” Harold Merton Lord
MUSIC.
CONFERRING DIPLOMAS. 
SINGING CLASS ODE. 
BENEDICTION.
CLASS OFFICERS.
President, Earle Howard Babb.
Vice President, Florence Swan. 
Secretary, Sarah Everett Larrabee. 
Treasurer, Ben jamin Clifford Cutter.
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IION
( a r r a n g e d  I
Ruth Adams.
Benjamin Clifford Cutter. 
Mabel Winnifred Foster. 
Bertha Rosilla Freeman. 
Joshua Henry Goodridge.
CLASS
Ruth Adams.
Earle Howard Babb.
Elizabeth Mae Babb.
Edna Blanchard.
Benjamin Clifford Cutter. 
Mabel Winnifred Foster. 
Bertha Rosilla Freeman. 
Joshua Henry Goodridge.
Inez Mabel Hall.
Ellie Kathrina Hawes.
OR LIST.
A L P H A B E T IC A L L Y .)
Elbe Kathrina Hawes. 
Mildred Louise Ingersoll. 
Sarah Everett Larrabee. 
Harold Merton Lord. 
Mary Ethel Morrill.
5 OF 1904.
Ralph Morton Henry. 
Alice Lillian Hutchins. 
Mildred Louise Ingersoll. 
Sarah Everett Larrabee. 
Harold Merton Lord. 
Maude Eva Marston. 
Mary Ethel Morrill. 
Addie Lord Sawyer. 
Joseph Donnell Small. 
Florence Swan.
CLASS ODE.
Graduation now is over,
The time of parting here,
Our farewells we say with sadness 
To the days we hold so dear.
May our minds still think with gladness 
Nor liapp}7 mem’ries lack,
Of the teachers dear and classmates 
’Neath the “ Orange and the Black.”
w He who conquers himself, conquers,”—
In the future may we be 
Holding to this motto, ever,
As we sail out o’er life’s sea.
May our souls with this grand anthem,
As we view the setting sun,
Merit the great Master’s welcome,
“ Enter, servant, thou’st well done.”
— Harold Merton Lord.
Report of the Truant Officer.
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., D e c . 27, 1904.
To the Mayor and City Council:
G e n t l e m e n *:—I have the honor to submit the following re­
port of my official work for the past year from January 1, 1903
to Dec. 30, 1904.
Number of visitations upon schools, 972
Number of cases of investigation attended to, 184
Number of visitations upon families, 146
Number of scholars retrrned to school without arrest, 48
I have received from the Superintendent of Schools an earnest 
co-operation and support in my work.
Respectfully submitted,
ED W IN  W. JONES,
k Truant Officer.
REPORT OF THK
Committee on Drains and Sewers.
W e s t b Ro o k , Me ., Dec. 31, 1904.
Jo the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
G e n t l e m e n  :— The Committee on Drains and Sewers re­
spectfully submit the following report:
Amount appropriated, $1500.00.
Amount appropriated Sewer Assessment, $300.00.
Boothby sewer, appropriated $ 99 00, Expended $111 94
New Gorham St. u 75 00, cc 64 00
Cumberland St. cc 700 00, cc 570 75
Forest St. a 200 00, cc 229 85
Oak St. cc 90 00, cc 179 84
Knight St. cc 150 00, cc 132 70
Extension Main St. at
Cumberland Mills, cc 75 00, cc 42 00
Bridge St. u 300 00, cc 341 25
Brown St. 50 00
Paid for Hose for Fire Department, 20 00
Repairs, 354 58
RUFUS K. JORDAN, 
JAMES W. MORRIS, 
GEO. M. COBB.
Report of the Committee on Licenses.
Licenses g ran ted  and paid for th e  year ending Dec. 31, 1904.
NAME.
David Davidson, 
Bugbee & T u ttle , 
John  L. Bohnsen, 
John  L. Bohnsen. 
Jo h n  L. Bohnsen, 
Jo h n  L. Bohnsen, 
Isaac Zoonkin, 
A lden Pike,
George Bock,
A. Boring,
Jo sep h  D. B righam , 
E rnest Lebel,
E lm er J . N oyes,
C. E. L arrab ee, 
B u tle r <fe King,
L. K. Paine,
A. H . Small,
J . O. Credifield, 
A lden P ike,
Ch as. E. H arrim an, 
A lice Collins,
H arry  F. Roberts,
T otal,
F O R WH A T ISSU ED .
Ju n k .
B illiard  <fe Pool,
B. & P. Bow ling Alley, 
B. & P. B ow ling Alley, 
L unch C ounter,
Lunch C ounter,
Ju n k ,
B illiard  & Pool.
V au lts  cfe Cesspools,
M erry-go-round.
F irew orks,
Firew orks,
F irew orks,
F irew orks,
F irew orks,
F irew orks,
B illiard  A Pool,
Sell Goods on S treet. 
G unpow der,
B illiard A Pool, 
V ic tualer,
V ic tua le r,
D A T E , A M T .
Jan. L 1904, $ 1 00
May 13, 1904, 10 00
May is, 1904, 10 00
May 18, 1904, 10 00
May is, 1904, 2 00
May 18, 1904, 2 00
May 25, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 15, 1904, 10 00
Ju n e 22, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 2 3 , 1904, 5 00
Ju n e 27, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 28, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 29, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 29, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 29, 1904, 1 00
Ju n e 30, 1904, 1 00
Aug. h 1904, 10 00
Sept. 1, 1904, 1 00
Sept. 20, 1904, 1 00
Nov. 5 , 1904, 10 00
Nov. 28, 1904, 2 00
Dec. 1 0 , 1904, 2 00
$84 00
LUDGER TOURAM GEA U, 
EDW ARD ANDERSON, 
W ALTER F. HASKELL.
Report of City Marshal.
W e s t b r o o k , Dec. 31, 1904.
To Ills Honor, the Mayor and City Council o f Westbrook;
G e n t l e m e n  : According to the custom I herewith present 
for your information a report covering the work of the Police 
Department for the year just ending. The year has been a fairly 
busy one for the Department, and the number of arrests were 
larger than any previous year.
The arrests made for the year are as follows:
Breaking and entering and larceny, bound over 3
Assault and battery,
Drunkenness on streets,
Drunkenness in own house,
Tramps,
Malicious Mischief,
Search Warrant Stolen Goods,
Larceny,
Breaking and Entering,
Violating City Ordinance,
Forgery,
Search and seizures,
Taken before the Court,
Complaints withdrawn,
Discharged without complaint,
Delivered to Portland Police,
Delivered to Deputy Sheriff,
Died at Police Station,
Tramps lodged and fed at Police Station,
6
44
12
14
1
1
4
1
3 
1 
2
83
4
5 
2 
2 
1
441

I n M emoriam
patrolman Harrison S . Cousens
J o i n e d  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  M a r c h , A. D., 1884. 
DIED OCTOBER 30, A. D., 1904.
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In closing my report I wish to say that during the year the 
ranks of the regular Police were broken by death for the first 
time since we became a city. By the death of Harrison S. 
Cousens the department lost a member who was highly respected 
and honored, not only by our citizens but by citizens of neighbor­
ing towns and cities, as was shown bjr the fact that as the near rel­
atives felt that a quiet funeral from his own residence would be 
more in keeping with the life and expressed wish of the deceased, 
yet the entire community requested and urged that the funeral 
be from a church. The friends complied with the request of the 
citizens and the body lay in state at the Methodist church from 
11 a. m. until 2 p. m. The funeral was conducted by the De­
partment in full dress uniform, assisted by 20 Police of Portland, 
also in full dress uniform. The floral tributes were numerous 
and expressive of affection for the departed.
I wish to extend my thanks to His Honor, Mayor Warren, 
for his co-operation and assistance, and to all others who have 
rendered me assistance for the welfare of the Department.
Respectfully submitted,
D. M. WIGHT,
City Marshal.
r
Report of the Street Commissioner.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I have the honor to submit to you my report for the year 
ending 1904.
• *' v i • 1 a t .
Roads and Bridges.
We have kept the roads in as good condition as possible 
considering the large expense of crushed stone and its use—5ne 
thousand-live-hundred-and-fifty tons, besides a quantity left at the 
Crusher.
The piece of road made on the Portland road was built in a 
very substantial manner and will stand for years. One hundred 
feet was used on Methodist street. We also used some on 
Spring street, Church street and Mechanic street.
Bridge was rebuilt and enlarged to twice the size of the old one, 
and the road bed raised some four feet using some one thousand 
loads of clay for the filling, and a new railing added thus making 
it passable during a heavy freshet. There has been a large 
amount of walk made this year, both cement and concrete, also 
a good amount of brick walk.
Sewers.
We have laid the following sewers with the necessary man­
holes and catch-basins, as follows:
Sewer on Gorham street, 200 ft. 8 in. pipe, $ G4 00
Cumberland street, TIT feet of 10 in., cost, 5T0 T5
Forest street, 3T5 “ 8 u 229 85
Oak street, 150 u 8 “ 1T9 84u u
S T ftK E T  CO M M ISSIO N EK . 71
Knight street, 200 feet of 8 in., cost, 182 70
Main street, 50 “ 8 “ 42 00
Bridge street, 650 u 8 u 841 25
We also relaid the sewer under W. B. Booth by’s block with 
eighteen-inch pipe at a cost of $111.94 ; the cost we have given in­
cludes everything such as brick castings, cement for all the man- x 
holes and catchbasins.
We have rebuilt several new catchbasins and added one new 
one at the foot of Brown street. We have repaired the old 
plank sewer across the Warren field several times. I would 
recommend that this sewer be rebuilt at once to save damages 
that may arise and would recommend 86-inch pipe for the same 
so as to take care of the large amount of water that flows here.
Inventory.
Two road machines, $ 200 50
One crusher plant complete, 1,400 00
One crusher and engine (old), 600 00
One stone roller, 3 00
One tool box, 4 00
One steam drill and fixtures, 800 00
Ten lanterns, 2 50
One derrick and fixtures, 125 00
Two oil cans, 1 00
Four wrenches, 2 00
Four sewer tubs, 4 00
One square, 25
Five hundre.. feet hose, 50 00
Three side-walk ploughs, 115 00
One Contractor’s plough, 15 00
Three Fiye ploughs, 35 00
Ten picks, 7 00
Eleven large stone hammers, 7 00
Two small stone hammers, 1 00
One nail hammer, 50
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Three Tampers, 2 00
One sewer brush, 2 00
Forty-eight shovels, 24 00
Three iron bars, 8 00
Six wheelbarrows, 18 00
Hand drills, 4 00
Two pails, 00
Twelve lantern rods, 1 20
Three forks, 1 20
Three saws, 2 00
Two spirit levels, 9 00
Three paving hammers, 3 00
One sewer spoon, 75
One sewer pail, 75
One snow vee, 5 00
Two sewer chisels, 2 00
Four mattocks, 3 00
Seven crowbars, 5,50
Three rakes, 1 20
Six hoes, • 1 50
Three spades, * 1 80
Six stone forks, 1 50
One Edson pump, 40 00
Four snow shovels, 1 00
One stone drag, 7 00
$2,849 65
Respectfully submitted,
F. H. GRANT,
Street Commissioner.
Report of the Treasurer.
T r e a s u r e r ’s O f f i c e ,
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., January 1, 1905
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  Westbrook:
G e n t l e m e n  : -  I have the honor to submit herewith my ac­
count as Treasurer of the City of Westbrook, for the municipal 
year ending December 31, 190 4.
Respectfully,
C. M. W ATERHOUSE,
Treasurer.
The City Council instructed the Treasurer to credit Wood- 
lawn Cemetery semi-annually with interest upon the perpetual 
care fund, at 3 1-2 per cent., which compelled me to pay all of 
the back interest, this year, amounting to $483.89. While it is 
right, it was an unusual expenditure and increased the interest 
account by that amount.
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C. M. WATERHOUSE, Treasurer
To cask received and credited to the following 
Cash on hand January 1, 1904,
•, i n  A c c o u n t
accounts:
$ 1,851 86
C. M. Waterhouse, Collector, 1904, 66,058 04
u u a 1903, 18,405 94
u u a 1902, 731 73
a a a 1901, 216 59
u « a 1900, 292 27
a a a 1899, 283 99
u u a 1898,
1897,
359 56
a a a 340 93
u u a 1896, 330 14
u u C( 1895, 117 89
a a 1894, 134 71
a a u 1893, 140 62
a a u 1892, 243 60
« a (( 1891, 276 80
u u u 1890, 105 37
a a u 1889, 528 68
cc c; u Sewer Assessments, 1,782 74
a u a Sidewalk “ 331 54
Almshouse and Farm,
Dog Licenses,
Fire Department,
Incidentals,
Interest,
Memorial Library Books, 
Schools, Common,
Schools, High,
School Books,
School Llouse Repairs, 
School, Manual Training, 
State Pensions,
Support of Poor,
Sewer Deeds,
Tax Deeds,
Temporary Loan,
Woodlawn Cemetery, 
Woodlawn Cemetery Bonds,
1,147 29 
266 00 
38 50 
724 72 
823 14 
141 88 
7,401 43 
422 34 
37 87 
25 00 
3 42 
732 00 
296 67 
42 97 
407 15 
40,000 00 
962 11 
420 00
$146,425 49
t r e a s u r e r ’s  r e p o r t . 75
w i t h  t h e  C i t y  o f  W e s t b r o o k , M a i n e .
By cash paid to Mayor’s Orders 
accounts :
Almshouse and Farm,
Abatements,
Discount on Taxes,
Drains & Sewers,
Dog Licenses,
Fire Department,
Health Department,
Incidentals,
Interest,
Memorial Day,
Memorial Library,
Memorial Library Books,
Old Liabilities,
Police,
Roads & Bridges,
Salaries,
Schools, Common,
Schools, High,
School, Manual Training,
School House Repairs,
School Books,
State Pensions,
Support of Poor,
Street Lights,
Sewer Abatements,
Sewer Deeds,
State' Tax,
County Tax,
Tax Deeds,
Temporary Loan,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders,
Water Contract,
Woodlawn Cemetery,
State Roads,
Widening Main street,
Cash on hand January 1, 1905,
and charged to the following
*>2,896 67 
2,778 84 
926 99 
2,006 09 
266 00 
2,427 70 
258 21 
4,996 72 
7,892 36 
100 00 
1,744 08 
394 81 
1,850 67 
2,769 84 
9,746 01 
4,874 58 
17,673 30 
4,614 75 
1,273 53 
1,24 5 63 
1,035 48 
714 00 
2,710 95 
3,887 42 
124 80 
330 26 
10,999 62 
3,464 88 
696 02
40,000 00 
6,257 23 
315 00 
696 08 
400 00 
667 09 
3,390 38
$146,425 49
Report of the Auditor.
A u d i t o r ’s O f f i c e , 
W e s t b r o o k , Jan. 1, 1905.
1 o the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City of
G e n t l e m e n  :—In accordance with the requirements of the 
ordinance relating to the office of “ Auditor of Accounts,” I have 
the honor to present herewith my report of the receipts and ex­
penditures of the various departments of the City of Westbrook 
for the financial year ending Jan. 1, 1905.
By referring to the following account, you will note that a 
reduction has been made in the net debt for the year,of $2,247.85.
Westbrook:
LIABILITIES.
Notes,
Bonds,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders, 
Memorial Library Books, 
Trustee Valentine Hose Co., 
Woodlawn Cemetery Bond,
$ 31,400 00 
127,000 00
6,651 45 
274 89 
100 00 
3,833 00
$169,259 34
RESOURCES.
Due from Collector,
Sewer Assessments, 
Sidewalk Assessments, 
Tax Deeds,
Sewer & Sidewalk Deeds, 
Woodlawn Cemetery,
45,361 67 
1,879 87 
360 69 
1,637 35 
1,291 67 
381 45
a u d i t o r ’s  r e p o r t . 77
C. M. Waterhouse, Treas., 1,851 86
---------------- $ 52,764 56
Net Debt, Jan. 1, 1904, $116,494 78
Net Debt, Jan. 1, 1905, ' 114,246 93
$ 2,247 85
G. H. KNOWLTON,
Auditor.
i . I
Auditor’s Report.
W e s t b r o o k , M a i n e , Jan 1, 1905.
The following report in detail has been examined by us, in 
accordance with the provisions of “ An Ordinance relating to 
closing the Annual Accounts and publishing City Reports” and 
we hereby approve said report and certify that it is correct.
J. WARREN PHINNEY, ) Committee 
WALTER E. HASKELL, [ on 
J. W. MORRIS, ) Accounts.
OLD LIABILITIES,
D r. Cr.
To Expenditures, $1,896 15 By City Debt,
EXPENDITURES.
Bennett, Geo. R., $ 40 00
Boothby, W. B., 6 07
Boston & Maine R. R., 37 88
Brooks’ Express, 5 88
Clark, Milton, 3 75
Foss, Roger, I t 07
Foster & Brown, 8 40
Freeman, Mrs. Marcia A., 8 34
Go wen, N. W., 2 75
Grant, F. II., 83 30
Horr, J. L., M. D., 20 84
& 1,8 96 15
a u d i t o r ’s  r e p o r t . 79
Jones, E. W., 25 00
Knight, B. F., 61 75
Knowlton, G. H., 41 70
Knowlton, J. J., 60
Martin & Houle, 90
Parker, W. H., 6 67
Presumpscot Hose Co., 405 00
Spear, F. B., 6 67
Stevens, H. M., 25 00
Swan, Frank H., 33 33
Tolman, J. H., 50 50
Tourangeau, L., 6 67
Trafton, O. S., 41 66
Valentine Hose Co., 402 44
Waterhouse, C. M., 166 66
Westbrook Hook & Ladder Co., 381 87
Westbrook Publishing Co., 10 25
*1,890 15
D r .
ABATEMENTS.
Cr .
To Expenditures, 82,778 84 By Appropriation, 82,778 84
ABATEMENTS—SEW ER ASSESSMENTS.
D r .
To Expenditures,
*
D r .
80
Cr.
By Appropriation, 8121 80
ALMSHOUSE AND FARM.
C r .
To Expenditures, 88,040 97 
To Bal. unexpended, 100 32
83,147 29 
EXPENDITURES.
By Appropriation, 82,000 00 
By Receipts, 1,147 29
83,147 29
Anderson, Oscar, 
Anthoinc, Moses P.,
$ 4 50
3 00
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Arenovsky, S., 8 30
Bell, John, 50 29
Benoit Clothing Co., 4 40
Boothby, R. C., ' 28 23
Boyce, Frank A., 45 49
Brooks’ Express, 28 45
Carr, Chas. L., 11 90
Crague, Wm. L., 21 16
Doherty, James, 43 88
Dunn, Geo. C., 20 35
Duprey, Albert, 236 25
Eastman, Kimball, 16 71
Edwards, L. W., 5 83
Edwards & Walker 4 29
Fortin, John, 2 35
Foster & Brown, 2 60
Fournier & Co., 30 59
Fuller & Laverty, 38 26
Grant, F. H., 56 00
Gray, Arthur E., 15 35
Hanson, Wm., 35 40
Hebert & Huard, 63 28
Henderson Bros., 36 39
Herrick, W. C., 4 87
Hogan, Lewis, 46 50
Hopkinson, S. F., 91 45
Hulit, J. A., 2 45
Jensen, Ole, 2 25
Johnson, Albert, 33 00
Jordan, Geo. A., 13 09
Kelson, C. H., 26 26
Kendall Whitney 4 30
Knight, B. F., 19 00
Knight, Samuel B., 1 88
Knight, Walter V., 14 77
a u d i t o r s ’ r e p o r t . 81
Lawrensen, John, 206 26
LeBel, Ernest, 31 63
Libby, S. W., 16 50
London, Chas. L., 27 75
Morris, J. W., 284 22
Morrison, A. A., 89 59
Neilson, Henry, 31 49
Newcomb, Freedom, 492 36
Newcomb, Samuel, 3 75
Norton, Fred, 15 75
Norton, Hall & Webster, 157 50
Phillips & Webb, 22 83
Pomerleau, Timothy, 117 00
Porter, A. H., 41 13
Pride, W. D., 4 25
Roberts, Arthur L., 80 00
Roberts, W. L., 11 52
Robinson, Frank D., 30 74
Robinson, H. M., 50
Robinson, 0 . G. K., 23 37
Sawyer, Geo. H ., 10 20
Scates & Co., 5 05
Skillings, A. T., 140 45
Smith, T. P., M. D., 1 50
Snow, Temple H ., 14 35
Spear, J. F., 2 50
Spear, W. W., 24 21
Strout, I. C., 13 31
Trafton, Otis S., 18 25
Tripp, Wm., 1 50
Valentine, Leonard, 45 38
Warren, A. F., 2 00
Welch & Co., 33 51
Woodman, Chas. B., 13 55
Woodman, Guy P., 10 00
$8,046 97
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RECEIPTS.
Overseers of Poor Account,
Hay, etc , sold,
B. F, Knight,
BONDS.
§1,128 29 
19 00
§1,147 29
D r . Cr.
To Bal.Jan. 1,1905,*127,000 00 By Bal.Jan.1,1904,*1*27,000 00
NOTES.
D r. Cr.
To Bal.Jan. 1,1905, §81,400 00 By Bal.Jan.1,1904, $31,400 00
DISCOUNT ON TAXES.
D r. Cr.
To Expenditures, §926 99 By Appropriation, §926 99
DOG LICENSES.
D r. Cr.
To Expenditures, §266 00 By Receipts, §266 00
DRAINS AND SEWERS.
D r. Cr.
To Expenditures, §2,076 91 By Appropriation, §1,800 00
By City Debt, 276 91
*2,076 91 $•2,076 91
EXPENDITURES.
Labor as per Pay Rolls, 833 84
Boston vv> Maine R. R., 1 26
Brooks’ Express, 54 65
Concord Foundry & Machine Co., 36 00
Crague, Win. L., 6 95
Eire Department, 20 00
a u d i t o r ’s  r e p o r t . 83
Graham, K. F., 22 70
Hawkes’ Brick W orks, 73 80
Hopkinson, S. F., 19 68
Jordan, R. K., 70 82
Phillips & Webb, 810 49
Redlon, N. E. Co., 4 00
Warren, John E., Agt., 123 72
$2,076 91
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
D r .
To Expenditures, $2,454 16 
To Bal. unexpended, 7 30
$2,461 46
. C r .
By Appropriation, $2,422 96 
By Receipts, 38 50
$2,461 46
EXPENDITURES.
Pay Roll, $1,245 07
American Express Co., 60
Anderson, Geo., 9 00
Barbour, J. & E. R., 75
Barnes, Henry K., 14 50
Belfa, Clevis, 1 50
Bennett, Geo. R., 1 80
ft. #
Boston Belting Co., 48 00
Boston & Maine R. R., 1 62
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., 275 00
Brooks’ Express, 49 43
Chase, Amos A., 7 35
Decrow, W. E.. 180 75
Douglass Bros., 10 00
Dunn, Geo. C., 8 50
Fox, John M. & Co., 42 99
Howard, Dr., 3 00
Knight, W. V., 3 31
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Knowlton, J. J., 4 95
Lawrensen, John, 107 57
Leighton’s Express, 40
Martin & Houle, l 50
McLellan, W. E., 29 89
Morris, J. W., 86 64
Pennell, F. M., 133 24
Phillips & Webb, 5 85
Presumpscot Hose Co., 15 00
Pride, B. G., 43 83
Pride, W. D., 2 00
Raymond, King S., 2 75
Sawyer, Geo. H., 14 00
Snow, T. H., 7 90
Valentine Hose Co., 22 80
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., 69 87
Wilkins, James, 1 50
Woodman, C. B., 1 30
RECEIPTS.
Hose sold, $20 00
Dressing sold, 18 50
HEALTH DEPARTMENT. *
D r . Cr.
To Expenditures, $303 71 B y  Appropriation
To Bah unexpended, 10 00
$ 2,454 16
$38 50
$313 71
$313 71
EXPENDITURES.
$313 71
Brooks* Express, 
Chase, Amos A.,
15
50
a u d i t o r ' s  R E P O RT.
Gallant, Thos., 15 00
Griggs, H. K., 7 05
Hay, H . H. Sons, 27 25
Horr, J. L., M. D., 1 50
Howe, Robert L., 30 00
Knight, W. V., 1 25
Laveolette, Mrs. Adam, r—1 50
Libby, Arthur F., 13 75
Lord, Geo., 12 50
Martin & Houle, 50
Martin, Jos., 12 50
Matthews, Mrs. Susan, 25 00
McGuire, Thos., 12 50
Meehan, Abram, 21 25
Portland Evening Express Publishing Co., 90
Poulsen, Agnes H., 39 50
Raymond, King S., 15 36
Snow, T. H., 2 25
Wentworth, Lyman, 7 50
Westbrook Publishing Co., 7 10
Woodman, C. B., 34 150
Woodman, Geo. M., 8 00
$308 71
Dr.
INCIDENTALS.
Cr.
To Expenditures, $5,587 46 By Appropriation, 
To Bal. unexpended, 63 01 By City Debt,
By Receipts,
$3,548 17 
1,327 58 
724 72
$5,600 47
EX PEN D ITU RES.
$5,600 47
Pay Roil, Election Officers, 268 00
American Express Co., 50
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Anderson & Welch,' 15 70
Barbour, Calvin, 50 00
Barrett, Dr. F., 10 25
Bennett, Geo. R., 1 00
Boston & Maine R. R., 1 40
Brooks’ Express, 34 72
Byrne, John, 39
Chase, Amos A., 2 00
Chute, A. C., 34 45
Clark-Delano Co., 24 00
Clay, Mary O., & Cora E., 150 00
Cloudman, C. M., 15b 00
Cloudman Post, No. 100, 75 00
Conant, E. L., 12 00
Couturier, Dr. Adj., 22 50
Cutter, W. W., 125. 00
Davis, Hall L. & Co., 9 00
Donlvam, G. M., 2 00
Doyle, E., 8 00
Dresser, S. M., 13 64
Eaton, Ray P., 5 50
Fairbanks Co., The, 25 00
Foster & Brown, 22 66
Frank, L. A., 157 51
Goff, E. W., 25 00
Hawes, II. II. B., 1 50
Hodsdon, Chas. A., - 25 00
Horr, J. L., M. D., 9 00
Houle, Jos., 3 00
Jess, John, * 14 00
Kerr, Theo, 95 06
Kinmond, Isabella, 2 00
Knight, W. V., • - 25
Knowlton, G. IP, 13 55
Laberge, Chas., 3 50
Library Bureau, 168 00
Loring, Short <fc Harmon, 83 15
McCullough, Henry, 100 00
Noyes, E. J., 3 00
Phillips, E. H., 195 00
Phillips & Webb, 372 25
Pomerleau, Louis, 51 25
Pomerleau, Timothy, 742 07
Pride, B. G., . 46 75
Pride’s Express, 7 00
Pride, Geo., .20 00
Pride, W. D., 38 90
Quin by Estate, I. F., o 20 00
Raymond, H., 06 50
Roberts, Wm. W. .Co., 5 50
Saccarappa Lodge, No. 11, 246 00
Senate, F. A. & Co., 43 20
Shaw, A. W., 131 85
Skillings, A. T., 5 43
Smith, T. P., M. D., 11 50
Snow, T. H„. 5 35
Stan dish Water & Construction Co., 6 00
Swan, Frank H., 2 84
Tarbox, Florence A., 105 00
Thompson, J. M., 4 63
Tolmafa, J  IE, ;  150 00
Trafton, O. S., 61 60
Ward, Y. D., 102 25
Warren, John E., 223 20
Warren, S. D. & Co., 8 00
Waterhouse, C. M., 31 06
Webb, W. W., 12 50
Westbrook Congregational Parish, 20 00
Westbrook City Band, * 10 00
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., 87 60
a u d i t o r ' s  r e p o r t . $7
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Westbrook Express, 5 00
Westbrook Publishing Co., 687 36
Westbrook Telephone Co., 3 93
Wight, D. M., 10 00
Witham, W. E., 48 36
Woodman, B. J., 116 60
Woodman, C. B., 75
$5,587 46
EXPENDITURES.
Rent, 119 13
Licenses, 84 00
Railroad and Telegraph Tax, 16 13
State of Maine account Dog License, 278 56
“ “ Burial of Soldier, 35 00
“ “ “ Armory Rent, 100 00
“ c< u Dog Damage, 24 00
City Clerk account. Dog License, 4 00
Westbrook E. L. & P. Co., 84
Rent Ball Grounds, 18 00
Tax Deeds Redeemed, 45 06
$724 72
INTEREST.
D r .
To Expenditures. $7,892 86
C r .
By Appropriation, $6,500 00 
By Receipts, 823 14
By Bal. overdrawn, 569 22
$7,892 36 $7,892 36
D r .
To Expenditures,
MEMORIAL DAY.
Cr .
$100 00 By Appropriation, $100 00
AUDITOR*S R E P O R T . 89
D r .
To Expenditures,
MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
Cr .
$1,852 87 By Appropriation, 
By Bal. overdrawn,
$1,852 87
$1,842 88 
9 99
$1,852 87
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries as per Pay Rolls, $823 01
Anderson, Geo., 33 50
Barnard, F. J. & Co., 176 60
Brooks’ Express, 11 00
Cushing & Lamb, 82 50
Cutter, W. W., 195 75
Eastern Steamship Co., 35
Fortin, John, 13 40
Hayes, J. F., 5 00
Hopkinson, S. F., 5 37
Pride, B. G., 205 37
Rand, Leroy H., 50 50
Rollins, E. B„ 16 66
Skillings, A. T., 4 63
Snow, T. H., 1 58
Spear, W. W., , 1 25
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., 181 60
Westbrook Publishing Co., 44 80
-------------- - $1,852 87
MEMORIAL LIBRARY BOOKS.
Cr.
To Expenditures, $394 81 By Bal. Jan. 1, 1904, $274 89
To Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, 21 96 By Receipts, 141 88
$416 77 $416 77
90 c it y  of  We st b r o o k .
EXPENDITURES.
American Library Co., $ 6 80
Balch Bros., 2 20
Desmond Publishing Co., 115 65
Essex Publishing Co., 33 84
Morris, John D. & Co., 7 12
Moulton Publishing Co., 10 00
Murray, Wm,, 125 00
Nichols, The C. A. Co., 34 20
Scientific American Club, 60 00
RECEIPTS.
State of Maine Account 10 per cent.
Appropriation for 1903, $141 88
$394 81
$141 88
POLICE.
D r. * Cr.
To Expenditures, $2,773 59 By Appropriation, $2,773 59
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries as per Pay Rolls, $2,500 00
Chase, Amos A., 1 00
Cole, Fred A., 13 50
Cousens, H. S., 54 00
Crague, Wm. L., 30
Domestic Bakery, The, 1 60
Edwards, L. W., 42
Fortin, John, 45
Hebert & Huard, 48 02
Horr, J. L., M. D., 2 00
London, Chas. L., 3 75
Pride, B. (L, 38 63
Pride’s Express, 16 50
a u d i t o r ’s  r e p o r t . 91
Senate, F. A. & Co., 4 90
Skillings, A. T., 1 00
Smith, T. P., M. D., 2 00
Spear, W. W., 6 15
Vincent, David, 4 83
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., 25 04
Westbrook Telephone Co., 12 55
Wight, D. M., 26 00
Wight. H. E., 4 00
Witham, W. E., 1 60
Woodman, C. B., 3 35
Woodman, Geo. M., 2 00
$2,773 59
D r .
j
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
Cr.
To Expenditures, $10,999 07 By Appropriation, 
To Bal.unexpended, 108 10 By City Debt,
$9,714 00 
1,393 17
$11,107 17 $11,107 17
EX PENDITURES.
Labor as per Pay Rolls, $1,845 30
Adams, J. L., 11 60
Allen, Geo. M., 20 25
Ames, ;C. T., 81 83
Anthoine, Moses P., 6 50
Babb, W. F., 6 75
Babbidge, J. W., 20 25
Bennett, Geo. R., 15 73
Berry, M. & Co., 
Boston & Maine R. R.
3 55
63
Boucher, C., 799 73
Brackett, J. L., 1 50
Brooks, E. S., 8 00
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Brooks’ Express, 367 52
Cobb, Albert, 12 25
Cobb, E. A;, 175 25
Cobb, Geo. M., 7 00
Cobb, H. E. H., 15 75
Crague, Wm. L., 4 25
Cummings, E. E., 3 00
Curtis, Fred, 132 65
Davis, Albert, 19 50
Davis, C. O. 7 45
Dearborn, I. W., 1 50
Douglass, W. E., 8 00
Foster & Brown, 3 01
Frye, John J., 2 75
Goff, E. W., 65 48
Gowen, J., 10 00
Graham, K. F., 798 68
Grant, F. H., 269 00
Grant, H. S., 31 50
Hanson, Ole, 4 50
Hanson, Wm. H., 106 70
Hardy, E. F., 36 75
Hardy, J. D., 97 25
Haskell Silk Co., 12 50
Hawes & Hopkinson, 166 57
Hawkes, Bradbury, 33 50
Hawkes’ Brick Works, 292 50
Hawkes, Ed., 1 05
Hezelton & Stanley, 14 00
Hopkinson, S. F., 91 89
Hunt, D. L., 10 85
Hussey, John, 51 29
Jameson, 0. C., 21 75
Jones, Augustus C., 30 00
Kendall & Whitney, 30 96
a u d i t o r ' s  r e p o r t . 93
Kerr, Theo., 9 GO
Knight, B. F., - 19 75
Knight, Dwinal, G 00
Knight, W. V., 30 61
Knowlton, J. J., 1 00
Lamb, W. W., 20 27
Larsen, John, J 00
Lawrence, C. W., 3 00
Libby, James, 5 25
London, Chas. L., 15 50
Massachusetts Broken Stone Co., 394 00
Maxwell, Howell, 51 50
McCloud, Malcolm, 8 25
Milliken, J. A., 5 25
Montang, Frank, 48 12
Morrill, Harold, 127 43
Myotte, Jerry, 10 50
Phillips & Webb, 262 57
Philpot, B. F., 52 64
Pike, Geo. C., 216 51
Pomerleau, Timothy, 2,108 15
Portland Railroad Co., 26 25
Portland Sewer Pipe& Artificial Stone Co., 150 00
Powers, Robert, 174 85
Pride, Chas., * 1 00
Pride; Geo., 75
Pride, James II., 658 45
Quinby, C. E., 24 I 5
Rand, E. D. & Co., 152 19
Raymond, II. M., 22 20
Roberts, Arthur, 17 50
Sawyer, John E., 3 75
Sharland, Frank, 74 95
Shenault, D. II., 5 95
Simmonds, W. P., 1 50
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Skillings, A. T., 13 25
Small, C. A., ' 8 75
Small, J. K., 76 00
Snow, T. H., 88
Tanner, Albert, 39 75
Thayer, Henry, 2 00
Thomas, C. A., 28 90
Walker, Simon, 15 17
Warren, A. F., 155 87
Warren, John E., Agt-., 432 44
Watts, P. L., 3 25
Webb, M. H., 62 50
Wheeler, W. F., 55 00
Wilson, Adam, 31 20
Woodbury Bros., 3 00
$11,399 07
STREET LIGHTS.
D r. Cr .
To Expenditures, $4,250 02 By Appropriations, $4,300 00
To Bal. unexpended, 49 98
$4,800 00 $4,300 00
EXPENDITURES.
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., $4,250 02
STATE PENSIONS.
D r. Cr.
To Net Debt, $782 00 By Receipts, $732 00
To Expenditures, 714 00 By Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, 714 00
$1,446 00 $1,446 00
STATE ROADS.
D r. Cr .
To Roads & Bridges, $400 00 By Appropriation, $400 00
a u d i t o r ' s  r e r o r t . 05
SUPPORT OF POOR.
Dr . Cr.
To Expenditures, $2,807 G8 By Appropriations, $3,000 00
To Bal. unexpended, 488 99 By Receipts, 296 67
$3,296 67 $3,296 67 '
EXPENDITURES.
Andrews Bros., $ 20 50
Arenovsky, S., 5 25
Bodge, Lizzie R., 88 57
Boothby, R. C., 16 19
Brock, A. S., 4 00
Brooks’ Express, 124 40
Carl, Wm., 15 00
Carr, Chas., 2 20
City of Lewiston, 45 52
City of Portland, 17 95
Couturier, Dr. Adj., 6 75
Crague, Wm. L., 35 44
Decormier, F., 4 00
Eastman, Kimball, 1 09
Ehvell, Mrs. Simon, 96 00
Forest, Madam Ermine, 7 80
Fournier Co., 3 66
Fuller & Laverty, 48 15
Godin, Jules, 4 50
Gray, Arthur E., 11 05
Hay & Peabody, 15 00
Hawes, H. H. B., 66 00
Hebert & Huard, 16 H28
Hodsdon, W. P., 15 00
Ilopkinson, S. F., 51 42
Jordan, Geo. A., 16 94
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Kelson, C. II., 4 11
Lafond & Co., 3 00
Lamore, Elize, 5 00
LeBel, Ernest, 37 83
Libby, Ellen, 159 00
Libby, Jennie, 27 00
Lowell, Albert H., 8 00
Lowell, Alice B., 88 00
Mailhot, Jerry, 60 00
Maine General Hospital, 72 00
Maine Industrial School for Girls, 26 00
Maine Insane Hospital, 949 93
Mayhew, H., 12 00
Morrison, A. A. & Co., 14 45
Penley, Milton, 25 69
Porter, A. II., 21 33
Pride, B. G., 33 25
Pride, F. P., 22 50
Pride, W. D., 52 00
Quinby, C. E.; 7 00
Quinby, Mrs. Agnes, 90 50
Roberts, Wm., 48 00
Starbird & Bailey, 1 98
State School for Boys, 21 00
Strout, I. C., 18 43
Town of Casco, 112 80
Trafton, 0. S., 1 50
Warren, A. F., 1 20
Warren, John E., Agt., 10 00
Welch & Co., 22 32
Wight, D. M , 11 45
Woodman, C. l i , 52 25
Woodman, Guy P., 49 50
$2,807 68
a u d i t o r ' s  r e p o r t . 97
City of Biddeford, 
Town of Gorham, 
City of Lewiston, 
Overseers of Poor,
RECEIPTS.
$150 78 
13 75 
108 00 
29 14
— ------ $290 67
SALARIES.
D r .
To Expenditures, $5,791 68 
To Bal. unexpended, 8 22
Cr.
By Appropriation, $5,799 90
$5,799 90 $5,799 90
EXPENDITLLRES.
Warren, Jos. A., Mayor, o
o
00
Waterhouse, C. M., Treasurer, 1000 00
Grant, F. H., Street Commissioner, 500 00
Knowlton, G. H., Auditor, 250 00
Trafton, O. S., Clerk, 250 00
Swan, Frank II., Solicitor, 200 00
Wight, D. M., Marshal, 100 00
Jones, E. W., Truant Officer, 150 00
$2,850 00
Couturier, Adj.,
CITY PHYSICIAN.
$114 60
$114 60
OVERSEERS OF TIIE  POOR.
Pride, F. P., 
Skillings, A. T., 
Goozey, Ambrose,
$120 00 
40 00 
40 00
$200 00
9ft CITY OF W FSTBFO O K .
swppm
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Griggs, H. K., $125 00
Durell, E. A., 50 00
Smith, T. P., M. D., 12 50
Woodman, G. M., M. D., 37 50
$225 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Stevens, II. M., Chief Engineer, $150 00
Spear, F. B., First Assistant Engineer, 40 00
Parker, W. H., Second Assistant Engineer, 40 00 
Bennett, G. R., Driver Hook & Ladder, 40 00 
Pay Roll, Valentine Hose Co., 363 33
“ Hook & Ladder Co., 380 00
“ Presumpscot Hose Co., 380 00
WOODLAWN CEMETERY.
Lamb, W. W., $25 00
Edwards, L. AV., 25 00
Clark, John A., 25 00
ASSESSORS.
Ward, V. D., $366 25
Hezelton, J. If., 142 50
Pomerleau, Timothy, 156 25
Pike, Geo. C., 150 00
Lord, Elbridge, 7 50
Stevens, John, 111 25
$1,393 33
$75 00
$933 75
$5,791 68
a u d i t o r ' s  R e P o R t . 99
COMMON SCHOOLS.
D r .
To Expenditures, $17,901 11 
To JBal. unexpended, 32
$17,901 -13
Ck.
By Appropriation, $10,500 00 
By Receipts, 7,401 43
$17,901 43
EXPENDITURES.
Salary of Teachers, as per Pay Rolls, $12,393 55
Salary of Supt. as per Pay Rolls, 799 92
Salary of Janitors, 1,693 00
Andrews, W. B., 10 42
Arsenault, Andrew, 18 00
Atkinson & Mentzer, 4 35
Bangor Mfg. Co., 1 25
Bennett, Geo. R., 4 00
Benson, Fred, 8 15
Boyce, Frank A., 13 10
Brooks’ Express, 10 40
Chase, Amos A., 15 00
Clark, J. A., 7 10
Cole, F. A., 75
Dana Warp Mills, 3 99
Eagle Pencil Co., 8 78
Eastman, Kimball, 2 46
Files, Peter W., 7 00
Fortin, John, 157 70
Frank, L. A., 9 50
Ginn l& Co., 16 63
Gowen, James, 12 50
Hammett, J. L. & Co., 21 70
Hebert & Iluard, 7 98
Henderson Bros., 4 38
Hutchins, H, M., 3 00
Johnson, Geo. R., 83 00
Kindmond, Miss Roll, 18 00
Kindmond, Mrs. Emma, 18 00
Knight Bros. & Co., 148 56
Knight & Thomas, 144 00
Knight, W. V., 3 02
Libby, Mrs. Jennie, 27 75
Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 15
Milton Bradley Co., 17 60
Nason, Win,, 6 35
Phillips & Webb, 59 55
Pomerleau, Timothy, 88 20
Pride, 13. G., 1,792 66
Pride, Mary A., 10 00
Rackliff, E. B., 20 60
Rand, E. D. & Co., 8 49
Rice, C. M. Paper Co., 4 03
Roberts, Wm. W. Co., 13 50
Pock, Geo., 21 60
Rounds & Palmer, 19 37
Rowe, L. A., 45 00
Sawyer, Chas. IT, 5 00
Skillings, A. T., 14 03
Smith, Mrs. Annie, 18 00
Smith & Sale, 4 50
Strout, I. C., 2 15
Thomas, C. A., 12 00
True Bros., 32 40
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co.. 2 71
Westbrook Publishing Co., , 19 25
Woodman, B. J., 6 00
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RECEIPTS.
State of Maine, $7,324 57
A U D IT O R S ’ R E P O R T . 10 L
T. H. Snow, 
Fred Benson, 
Tuition,
1 36 
60 50 
15 00
D r .
HIGH SCHOOL.
C r .
To Expenditures, $4,748 75 By Appropriation, 
To Bal. unexpended, 33 59 By Receipts,
$7,401 43
$4,360 00 
422 34
$4,782 34
EXPENDITURES.
Salary of Teachers as per Pay Rolls, $3,792 88
Salary of Janitor as per Pay Rolls, 343 00
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 5 22
Berry, Mrs. H. L.. 12 00
Cutter, B. C., Treas., 40 00
Ginn & Co., 15 00
Hall, Arthur W. Scientific Co., 7 21
Hay, H. H. Sons, 93 00
Hutchins, H. M., 5 00
Knott, L. E. Apparatus Co., 14 08
Pierce, Grant, 10 16
Pride, B. G., 38 24
Roberts, Wra. W. Co., " 6 49
jT-
Sawyer, J. R., 352 00
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co., 9 47
Wilson, A. G., 5 00
RECEIPTS.
$4,782 34
$4,748 75
Tuition,
State of Maine, 
Hay, H. H. Sons,
$165 68 
250 00 
6 66
$422 34
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D r.
To Expenditures, $ 1,278 12
$1,278 42
C r .
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
• I ,
EXPENDITURES.
Salary of Teacher as per Pay Rolls, 
Beals, T. P., Co.,
Bennett, Geo. R.,
Berry, H. L.,
Chandler & Barber, »
Knight, W. V.,
Phillips & Webb,
Sawyer, Geo. H.,
Skillings, A. T.,
Spear, W. W.,
Warren, John E., Agt.,
$1,199 96
7 25
4 34
19 51
8 37
90
22 47
1 37
2 04
8 85
3 37
$1,275 00s 
8 42
$1,278 42
i
$1,278 42
SCHOOL BOOKS.
D r. Cr.
To Expenditures, $1,035 48 By Appropriation, $1000 00
To Bal. unexpended, 2 39 By Receipts, 37 87
$1,037 87 $1,037 87
EXPENDITURES.
American Book Co., 8355 20
Appleton, D. & Co., 32 15
Babb, Edw. E. & Co., 2 75
Ginn & Co., 292 51
Heath, I). C. & Co., 157 11
Holt, Henry & Co., 13 33
AU D IT O R ’S r e p o r t 102
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 30 07
Little, Brown & Co., 2 00
Lothrop Publishing Co., 3 13
Maynard, Merrill Co., 29 37
Morse Co., The, 10 20
Sanborn, Benj. H. & Co., 2 50
Silver, Burdett & Co., 85 47
Thompson, Brown & Co., 6 25
University Publishing Co., 13 44
------------$1,035 48
RECEIPTS.
Fred Benson, account Books sold, $37 87
--------- $37 87
D r.
SCHOOL HOUSE REPAIRS.
Cr .
To Expenditures, $1,324 70 
To Bal. unexpended, 30
By Appropriation, 
By City Debt,
By Receipts,
$1,325 00 
EXPENDITURES.
Beals,>T. P. & Co., $ 30 00
Bennett, Geo. R., 2 85
Boyce, Frank A., 3 35
Doherty, James, 1 50
Edwards, L. W„ 4 43
Farrar, I. M., 34 75
Foster & Brown, 10 32
Globe Furniture Co., 5 20
Graham, K. F., CO 25
Hall, Arthur W. Scientific Co., 61 84
Knight Bros. & Co., 39 55
$900 00 
400 00 
25 00
$1,325 00
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Knight, W. V.,
Leavitt, A. W.,
Martin & Houle,
Phillips & Webb,
Pierce, Grant,
Rand, E. D. & Co.,
Rand, Leroy H.,
Robinson, O. G. K.,
Snow, T. H.,
Spear, W. W.,
T upper, W. W. & Co.,
Westbrook Electric Light & Power Co.,
4 68 
12 44 
1 00 
91 48 
6 20 
47 85 
9 98 
286 41 
144 61 
95 
14 00 
27 16
$1,324 70
'  RECEIPTS.
Spruce Street School House, $25 00
--------  $25 00
WOODLAWN CEMETERY.
D r. Cr.
To Bal. unexpended, $381 45 By Receipts, $962 11
To Expenditures, 796 61 By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 215 95
$1,178 06 $1,178 06
EXPENDITURES.
Berry, Oliver, $ 5 00
Brackett, E. J., 11 25
Burnham, C. E., 1 00
Eastman, Kimball, 14 06
Edwards, L. W., 1 00
Foster & Brown, 1 90
Graffam, Albert, 18 00
Hayes, John E., 11 60
Kendall & Whitney, 10 50
a u d i t o r ’s  r e p o r t . 105
Knight Bros. & Co., 52
Knight, W. V., 3 78
Lamb, W. W., 270 50
London, Chas. L., 1 50
Martin, A. B., 6 00
McDonald, E. H., 6 00
Purington, M. D., 87 00
Sawyer, J. P., 134 25
Standish Water & Construction Co., 6 00
Taggart, D., 194 25
Taggart, Lawrence, 12 50
RECEIPTS.
Lots sold,
ooco*=/?> 01
Rent of House, 42 00
Hay, 51 71
Care of Lots, 6 50
Interest on Bond Account, 483 89
$962 11
WOODLAWN CEMETERY BOND.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1905, $4,253 00
Cr .
By Bal.Jan.1,1904, $3,833 00 
By lieceipts, 420 00
$4,253 00 $4,253 00
W ATER CONTRACT.
D r . Or .
To Expenditures, $345 00 By Appropriation, $360 00 
To Bal. unexpended, 15 00
$360 00 $360 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Portland Water Co.,
Standish Water & Construction Co.,
1180 00 
1G5 00
Dr .
WIDENING MAIN STREET.
Cr.
To Expenditures, $667 09 
To Bal. unexpended, 82 91
1700 00 
EXPENDITURES.
Arenovsky, Simon, $ 75 00
Brigham, J. D., 75 00
NcNair, WM, & Sons, 57 09
Pomerleau, Timothy, 200 00
Warren, Catherine B., 220 00
Waterhouse, C. M., 40 00
SEWER AND SIDEWALK DEEDS.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, SI,291 G7 
To Expenditures, 880 2G
81,621 98
$845 00
By Appropriation, $700 00
$700 00
$607 09
Cr.
By Receipts, $ 42 97
By Bal .Jan. 1,1905, 1578 96
$1,621 98
TRUSTEE VALENTINE IIOSE CO.
D r.
To Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, $100 00
Cr.
By Bal. Jan. 1, 1904, $100 00
D r .
TAXES, STATE.
. \ , • •
Cr.
To Expenditures, $10,999 62 By Appropriation, $10,999 62
A U D IT O R  S R E PO R T . 107
D r .
TAXES, COUNTY.
C r .
To Expenditures, $3,464 38 By Appropriation, $3,464 38
D r .
TAX DEEDS.
C r .
To BaLJah.1,1904, $1,637 35 
To Expenditures, 696 02
By Receipts,
By Bal.Jan. 1,1905,
E; 407 15 
1926 22
$2,333 37
D r.
To Appropriation, $86,890 84
D r.
To Drains & Sewers, $300 00 
To Roads & Bridges, 714 00 
To Bal. unexpended, 468 44
$2,333 37
TAXES.
Cr .
By C. M. Waterhouse,
Collector, 1904, $86,890 84
ASSESSMENTS.
Cr .
By C. M. Waterhouse,
Collector, 1904, $1,482 44
D r.
$1,482 44
TEMPORARY LOAN.
C r.
$1,482 44
To Expenditures, $40,600 00 By Receipts, $40,000 00
C. M. W ATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1889.
D r .
To Bal .Jan.1,1904, $528 68
Cr .
By Receipts, $528 68
C. M. W ATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1890.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, $745 79
t ' i<
Cr.
; By Receipts, 1105 37
By Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, 640 42
$745 79 $745 79
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C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o llecto r , 1891.
D r . C r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, $2,759 24 By Receipts, $ 276 80 
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 2,482 44
$2,759 24 $2759 24
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o llecto r , 1892.
D r. C r .
To Bal.Jan.1, 1904, $2,032 80 By Receipts, $ 243 60 
By Bal.Jan. 1, 1905, 1,789 20
$2,082 80. • ’ ‘ • . i f
i
$2,032 801 7
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o llec to r , 1893.
D r. C r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, 1904, $585 98 By Receipts, $140.62 
By Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, 445 86
$585 98 $585 98
t. ' , l '
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o llecto r , 1894.
D r . Cr .
To Bal. Jan. 1, 1904, $562 10 By Receipts, $184 71
- By Bal. Jan. 1, 1905, 427 89
$ 562 10 $562 10
. . J * » * ' i
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o llecto r , 1895.
D r. Cr .
To Bal.Jan.l,1904, $1,106 84 By Receipts, $117 89
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 988 95
$1,106 84
i m
$1,106 84
AU D ITO R’S REPORT. 109
C. M. W A TER H O U SE, C o l l e c t o r , 1896.
D r . C r .
To Hal.Jan.1,1904, $2,039 27 By Receipts, $ 330 14
By Bal .Jan.1,1905, 1,709 13
$2,039 27 $2,039 27
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1897
D r . C r .
To BaLJan.1,1904, $4,071 28 By Receipts, $ 340 93
By Bal.Jan. 1,1905, 3,730 35
$4,071 28 $4,071 28
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1898.
D r . C r .
To Bal.Jan. 1,1904, $2,028 43 By Receipts, $ 359 56
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 1,668 87
*2,028 43 >■ $2,028 43
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1899.
D r . C r .
To Bal.Jan. 1,1904, $2,017 91 By Receipts, $ 283 99
By Bal Jan . 1,1905, 1,733 92
*2,017 91 $2,017 91
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1900.
D r . C r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, *1,638 01 By Receipts, * 292 27
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 1,345 74
*1,638 01 *1,638 01
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C. M. W ATERHOUSE, C o llecto r , 1901.
D r .
To Bal.Jan. 1,1904, 81,664 63
81,664 63
Cr .
By Receipts, 8 216 69
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 1,448 04
81,664 63
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1902.
D r .
To Bal Jan .1,1904, 82,550 43
C r .
By Receipts, 8 731 73
By BaLJan.1,1905, 1,818 70
82,550 43 82,550 43
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1903.
D r.
To Bal.Jan. 1,1904, 821,030 28
C r .
By Receipts, 818,405 94
By Bal .Jan.1,1905, 2,624 34
821,030 28 821,030 28
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r , 1904.
D r .
To Taxes, 886,890 84
886,890 84
C r .
By Receipts, 866,058 04 
By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 20,832 80
886,890 84
D r .
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r .
SEWER ASSESSMENTS.
C r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, 81,879 87
To Assessments,
By Receipts, 81,782 74
994 60 | By Bal.Jan.1,1905, 1,091 13
82,873 87 82,873 8
a u d it o r ’s r e p o r t . I l l
C. M. WATERHOUSE, C o l l e c t o r .
SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, $360 69
To Assessments, 488 44
Or.
By Receipts,
By BaI.Jan.1,1905,
$849 13
$331 54 
517 59
$849 13
C. M. WATERHOUSE, T r e a s u r e r .
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904, $1,851 86 
To Receipts, 144,573 63 
To Unpaid Mayor’s
Orders, 4,197 63
$150,623 12
Cr.
By Drafts, $140,975 51
By Unpaid Mayor’s 
Orders, 6,257 23
By Bal.Jan. 1,1905, 3,390 38
$150,623 12
i
f
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UNPAID MAYOR’S ORDERS.
By Bal.Jau.1,1904, §6,651 45To Amount Paid, §6,257 23 
To Bal. Jan.1,1905, 4,591 85
§10,849 08
By Alms House and
Farm, 150 30
By Drains & Sewers, 70 82 
'By Fire Department, 26 46 
By Health Dept., 45 50
By Incidentals, 540 74
By Memorial Lib., 108 79 
By Old Liabilities, 45 48 
By Police, 3 75
By Roads & Bridges, 1,253 06 
By Salaries, 917 10
By Common Schools, 227 81 
By High School, 134 00 
By Manual Training
School, 4 89
By School House re­
pairs, 109 07
By Support of Poor, 96 73 
By Street Lights, 362 60 
By Woodlawn Cem., 100 53
§10,849 08
a u d it o r ’s r e p o r t . 113
BALANCES.
o v e r d r a w n .
To Interest, 1569 22
To Memorial Library, 9 99
579 21
To Balance Net Debt, 809 66
D r . Cr .
u n e x p e n d e d .
By Alms House and
Farm, SI00 82
By Fire Department, 7 30
B}r Health Dept., 10 00
By Incidentals, 63 01
By Roads & Bridges, 108 10
By Salaries, 8 22
By Common Schools, 32
By School House re-
pairs, 30
By School Books, 2 39
By Street Lights, 49 98
By Support of Poor, 488 99
By Water Contract, 15 00
By High School, 33 59
By Widening Main
street, 32 91
By Assessments, 468 44
•i.,388 87SI,388 87
*
CITY DEBT.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,1904,$116,494 78 
To Sundry Acc’ts, 5,293 81
Cr .
By Appropriation, $6,000 00 
By Balances, 809 66
By State Pensions, 732 00 
By Bal.Jan.1,1905 114,246 93
$121,788 59 $121,788 59
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BALANCE SHEET.
L IA B IL IT IE S .
Memorial Library Books,
Notes,
Bonds,
Valentine Hose Co., 
Woodlawn Cemetery Bond 
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders,
$ 21 9(3
31,400 00
127,000 00 
100 00 
4,253 00 
4,591 85
--------------$167,36(3 81
RESOURCES.
C. M. Waterhouse, Collector, 1904, $20,832 80
a cc <c 1903, 2,624 34
« cc cc 1902, 1,818 70
cc a cc 1901, 1,448 04
cc cc cc 1900, 1,345 74
cc cc cc 1899, 1,733 92
cc n  cc 1898, 1,668 87
cc cc cc 1897, 3,730 35
cc cc cc 1896, 1,709 13
cc C t  C c 1895, 988 95
cc cc cc 1894, 427 39
cc cc cc 1893, 445 36
cc cc cc 1892, 1,789 20
cc cc cc 1891, 2,482 44
u cc cc 1890, 640 42
cc cc cc Sewer Ass’t 1,091 13
cc cc cc Side w’Ik “ 517 59
Woodilawn Cemetery, 215 95
State Pensions, 714 00
Tax: Deeds, 1,926 00
Sewer S' Sidewalk Deeds, 1,578 96
C, M. W aterhouse, Treasurer •> 3,390 38
53,119 88
Net Debt, 114,246 93
$107,366 81
S U M M A R Y  O P
RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES AND APPROPRIATIONS 
For Year Ending January 1, 1995.
E X P E N D ! - A P P R O P R I -
R E C E I P T L'S, T U R E S A T I ONS •
A batem ents, 2 , 7 7 8 84 2 , 7 7 8 8 4
Alms H ouse and Farm . 1 , 1 4 7 2 9 3 , 0 4 6 9 7 2 , 0 0 0 0 0
County Taxes, 3 , 4 6 4 3 8 3 , 4 6 4 3 8
Dog Licenses, 2 6 6 0 0 2 6 6 0 0
D iscount on 'taxes. 9 2 6 9 9 9 2 6 9 9
0 0D rains and Sewers, 2 , 0 7 6 91 1 , 5 0 0
F ire  D epartm ent, 3 8 5 0 2 , 1 5 4 16 2 , 1 2 2 9 6
H ealth  D epartm ent, 3 0 3 71 3 1 3 71
Inciden ta ls, 7 2 4 7 2 5 . 5 3 7 4 6 3 , 5 4 8 1 t
In terest. 8 2 3 14 7 . 8 9 2 3 0 6 , 5 0 0 0 0
M em orial Day, 1 0 0 0 0 101) 0 0
M em orial L ibrary, 1 , 8 5 2 8 7 1 , 8 4 2 8 8
M em orial L ib rary  Books. 1 4 1 8 8 3 9 4 81
2 , 7 7 8Police, 2 , 7 7 3 5 9 o.9
Roads and Bridges. 1 0 . 9 9 9 0 7 9 , 0 0 0 0 0
S tate  Roads, 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
Salaries, 5 , 7 9 1 6 8 5 , 7 9 9 9 0
Schools, Common, 7 , 4 0 1 4 3 1 7 , 9 0 1 11 1 0 , 5 0 0 0 0
School, High,
School, Manual T raining,
4 2 2
3
3 4
4 2
4 , 7 4 8
1 , 2 7 8
7 5
4 2
4 , 3 6 0
1 , 2 7 5
0 0
0 0
School H ouse Repairs, 2 5 0 0 1 , 3 2 4 7 0 9 0 0 0 0
School Books, 3 7 8 7 1 , 0 3 5 4 8 1 , 0 0 0 0 0
State  T ax, 1 0 , 9 9 9 6 2 1 0 , 9 9 9 6 2
S tate  Pensions, 7 3 2 0 0 7 1 4 0 0
0 0Street L ights, 4 , 2 5 0 0 2 4 , 3 0 0
Suppoi't of Poor, 2 9 6 6 7 2 , 8 0 7 6 8 3 , 0 0 0 0 0
T em porary  Loan, 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 , 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0W idening Main stree t, 6 6 7 0 9
W ater C ontract, 3 4 5 0 0 3 6 0 0 0
W oodlaw n Cem etery, 9 6 2 11 7 9 6 6 1
1 2 4 8 0Sower A batem ents, 1 2 4 8 0
Old L iabilities, 1 , 8 9 6 1 5
0 0C ity  Debt, 6 , 0 0 0
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Woodlawn Cemetery  Bond.
Tax Deeds,
Sewer Deeds,
C. M. W aterhouse. Collector, 1904, 
“ “ “ 1903,
“ “ “ 1902,
“ “ “ 1901,
*• ** “ 1900,
“ k‘ “ 1899,
“ “ “ 189S,
“ “ “ 1897,
“ “ “ 1896,
“ k‘ “ 1895,
u “ “ 1894,
“ “ “ 1893,
“ “ “ 1892,
“ “ “ 1891.
“ “ “ 1890”
“ “ “ 1889,
Sewer Assessments,
Sidewalk Assessments,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders,
Less Unpaid Mayor’s Orders, ’04,
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1905, 
Cash on hand Jan. 1. 1904,
RECEIPTS.
E X P E N D I­
TURES.
A P P R O P R I­
ATIONS.
420 00 
407 15 696 02 i
42 97 330 26
06,058 04 
18,405 94 
731 73
216 59 
292 27 
283 99 .
359 56 
340 93 
330 14 
117 89
134 71 
140 62 
243 60 
276 80 
105 37 
528 68
1,782 74 
331 54
1,851 86
6,257 23
147,232 74 
4,197 63
143,035 11 
3,390 38
•
146,425 49 146,425 49 86,890 84
a u d it o r ’s r e p o r t . 1 1 7
STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE
CITY OF WESTBROOK.
DATE DUE.
August 1, 1902, 4 per cent. $ 2,000 00
January, 1906, u 15,000 00
April, 1907, a 20,000 00
January, 1909, a 2,000 00
January, 1910, u 4,000 00
June, 1911, u 15,000 00
January, 1915, a 25,000 00
January, 1917, a 20,000 00
January, 1918, a 24,000 00
---------------$127,000 00
STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING NOTES.
DATE. TIME. RATE.
Dec. 9, 1902, 10 years. 3 1-2 $7,500 00
Dec. 25, 1902, 10 u 3 1-2 1,000 00
Dec. 30, 1902, 10 u 3 1-2 1,900 00
Jan. 6, 1903, 10 u 3 1-2 1,000 00
July 1, 1893, 25 u 6 5,000 00
July 1, 1893, 30 u 6 5,000 00
Aug. 5, 1901, 10 a 3 1-2 5,000 00
Dec. 11, 1901, 10 u  i 3 1-2 5,000 00
$31,400 00
C ITY  OF W ESTBROOK.
■ •'' ‘  i > ' M  ‘ '• ’ , . i > , i l l ' 1 t  i  ■ ■ f
'■ ■ ' • : ' 1 1 ' ’ • ■ ’ ' ’ ; • • i 1 i < '
Report of the Committee on Accounts.
, J ’ ♦ • • ? t I. ■» • ? :
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., A p r i l  1 , 1905 .
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f the City of 
Westbrook:
Your Committee on Accounts beg leave to report that they 
have carefulty examined and checked all books, accounts, bills 
and vouchers of the Auditor, Treasurer and Collector of West­
brook for the year ending Dec. 31st, 1904, and find them correct 
and properly accounted for.
J. WARREN P HINNEY, ) Committee ; 
J. W. MORRIS, l  .,,0*1.
W. F. HASKELL, ) Accounts.
: • I I ■ ; ■ • ‘ / . i ■ ' i ’ <
i M . ' ‘ .. 1 ' r ' • '
\ I! ! . ' • ? ' . 1 ' ! , t I 1
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